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BAY AREA REFERENCE CENTER

presents
THE WORLD OF WORK
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. ..
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SUItaRY

The topic - work - must be a popular one, since the workshop at-

tracted a large number of librarians. The program explored current

trends in work in America.

Highlights included a clear discussion of what affirmative action

is; an analysis of how to discover job skills and market them, which was

aimed particularly at mid-career changers; and a symposium of librarians

who described how they were using their library talents in new fields.

Many of the speakers commented on how important the public library is

to the job seeker because of the wide variety of materials available

there that can aid in the search. A portion of the workshop vas devoted

to surveying resources in the field.

The transcript of this workshop was edited to save time and materials.
Every attempt has been made to retain the sense and the flavor of the
original speeches. Subsequent transcripts will also be edited in hopesthat the briefer versions will allow the staff to issue the proceedings
soon after the actual workshop.

The activity which is the subject of this report was supported in whole or in partby the U.S. Office of Education, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.However, the opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the position orpolicy of the U.S. Office of Education, and no official endorsement by the U.S.Office of Education should be inferred.
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WORK IN AMERICA - SOME TRENDS

Peggy O'Donnell

Why do people work? It's a problem that seems to perplex many authorities.According to Freud, work provides a sense of reality to man,. gives him a sense ofidentity. Another authOrity says, "Work is the bind.of the community, it' establishesman's place and status." Marx, of course, has written wiilelyon the economic phasefor work, and he felt that once work was no longer exploited by capitalists, workbecome a joy for all. Various other people at different times have felt thatwork was a curse, a blesting, a, way to heaven; or a tempgral source of punishment...In!Ameriea we produced the Protettant ethic, whidhloosely defined, says oneworks hard and makeslots of money for the-greater glory of God. This-has not, ob..viously, pleased.all worker's, especially tose who didn't have a chance to make.lotsof moneys but others, for philosophical' or moral reasons have objected to it.But mainly people work because they must. They've had to work to survive, andit's only recently, in so-called developed countries, that people often have had theopportunity to even consider the theory' of work and what it could mean to their lives.An additional motivation in our society is:based heavily on consumerism. Many of usno longer feel just that needs are needs; luXUries become needs toot and we work toacquire more and more things.
Enjoying work. for its own sake'is'a-More recent concept. Too often job satis-faction is lost because weleel-w&have to spend our time earning money so we canenjoy our leisure time. The latest Concept, that work touches all aspects of aperson's life and satisfies needs that Odn'be satisfied through no other,way, is onethat we'll.ba considering today and tomorrow. Restoring dignity to work so that it'spart of an individual's life style rather than a penance paid.is a very importantthing. Some accomplish this by turning their talents to arts,and.crafts or servicesthat support these kinds of crafts. in San Francisco we have street artists, streetmusician who mahe their living by doing what they enjoy. ,This same concept producedrural communes, craft co-ops,--small stores 'and organic restaurants. Others, usuallyProfessionals, find they are dissatisfied with their chosen careers because of regi-mentation, bureaucracy and the lack of Opportunity to be innovative. This haa ledto. an. increasing number of alternative jobs. People are busy working outside theestablishment, setting up free clinics, community resource centers, or legal organisa-tions, such as Public Advocates. These groups'eNist.on donations, or they seek, pria.vate or federal funds to accomplish tobat they feel needs. doing. Others remain withinthe official.structure and attempt, through persuasion or coercion, to bring aboutchan:a.

A very important report was published recently called Work in America. It. wasprepared by a special task force of social scientists, engineers, and plannersandit was commissioned by the Secretary of HEW.. Its purpose Was to investigate therash of incidents of industrial sabotage and strikes-that plagued U.S. industry inthe''60's. To do this, the task force found that it was necessary to explore notonly the economical, physical and cociological meaning of work, but also the develop-wants' in this country that cause so many people to be dissatisfied with their jobs.This is the most controversial aspect of this document - that many people aredissatitfied with their work. It's been Challenged by several authorities, and.youcan find'many reviews veto oppose the basic premdse of this book. But it has itssupporters too. The task force felt this really was a serious problem in the U.S.,because widespread discontent extends even to very well-paid work, and until anattempt is made to make workers feel their work is valuable, even creative, andthat their 'contributions are,ipportant, this discontent would grow and lead eventu-ally to a nation of people generally alienated and passive, but deeply angry.under-neath. This could cause, at the very least, production to drop, and at the worst,.it could lead to greater outbreaks of violence.
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The report then goes on to recommend some solutions, which I'll discuss in aminute. As I mentioned earlier, authorites have challenged this job dissatisfactionconcept. The Nixon Administration, as it has done so often in the past with reportsthat have not pleased it, has just ignored it A Labor Department official statesthat dissatisfaction would go away if reporters sad social scientists would stopwriting about it. Secretary Richardson accepted this report cautiously - sort of,noh, well, isn't that interesting?" - you know, "We're not going to do much, but it'sinteresting to know about it."
However, many have hailed it as a landmark work in the field. It challengesmany of the government concepts of welfare, the work ethic, and forced work, and Ireally believe everyone should rea' it. If many of the solutions it recommends couldbe explored in depth and put into practice, it's possible that some of the socialills that plague our society might be at least partially remedied.
I discovered this report when I was planning for this workshop. I couldn't gethold of it until after I had already prepared the program, but I found that many ofthe concerns I had planned on covering were just the topics that this report singledout, and I'm telling you this, not so you'll be so impressed with my wisdom in knowingthis, but rather to point out that anyone who thinks about the topic would see thesetrends. For that reason, I don't think this is a very revolutionary report. Theproblems just, aren't hard to spot.
The great value of this report to librarians is that it documents the studiesand surveys in the field. It outlines all of the problems facing the employee, theunemployed, the employer, managers, and then attempts to show how these problemsarose. It then goes on to suggest solutions that might revitalize work in America,drawing from experiences of groups that have used variations of these solutions, bothin this country and abroad. Of course, it also points out what the government coulddo on a large scale, but I feel that anyone who works in a groupor supervises agroup, such as librarians, could learn .a great deal from this report. The insightsare there, and I think you could pick up ideas that might change the structure inyour own working organization and make it more productive and more rewarding to workfor.

Having established that I thought highly of the book, what were the trends thatit delineated? The main problem, as I sail, was dissatisfaction. What exactly didthat mean? Erich Fromm states that man considers himself a commodity on the gasket-place. Since this may lead to his value being affected by conditions beyond his con-trol, his sense of value or worthlessness is also beyond his control. If the worker'sidentity is decided by the question, "What am I doing that really matters?", too manyin this country have decided, "Not much." This is found to be true among blue andwhite collar workers, as well as managers and professionals, though in many cases,all of them earn good money, good benefits, good vacations. In all of these areas,the workers felt they played a very small part in the large structure, with littlecontrol over the product or their own destiny. It was true on assembly lines andamong lawyers in large corporations, and I'm sure it's true among librarians.
The report further found that workers bored on the job or discontented in thework situation spent their leisure time passively in front of television sets, seldombecame involved with community affairs, and were less apt to vote. Again, thiscrossed all lines. It is not just the Archie Bunkers that follow this pattern.Work dissatisfaction is even higher among groups who had traditionally had lessclout in the marketplace - minorities, women, the older worker, teenagers and thehandicapped. Even though members of these groups may have the education and skillsto hold better and more satisfying jobs, they are even less likely than the whitemale labor force to get them. Affirmative action programs may help here, and we'llbe talking more about that.
Beyond the implications of discontent, job dissatisfaction and stress have beenlinked, to mental and physical health, and may be the major cause of cardiovasculardisease. Some of you may have seen a television program not long ago about smoking,being overweight, drinking - all these things may combine to make you a better candi-
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date for a stroke or heart attack. They didn't lay as much emphasis on the stressof your job in that television program, but this report points out that recent stud-ies indicate a high stress job, even if you don't smoke or drink and you're skinny,will probably make you a much better candidate for heart trouble than those of us whosmoke, drink and aren't skinny in low stress jobs. So work seems to be tremendouslyimportant in our physical health. Certainly the effect on mental health is devastat-ing, and that seems to range ull the way from people who are just slightly neurotic,or who are unaware on the job. to people that are really ready for an asylum becauseof their jobs.
Another major concern of the report is a need for retraining major portions ofthe work force when your occupation becomes redundant or overcrowded. Sounds famil-iar, doesn't it? There is evidence that people nigh -erform better if they changecareers in midstream. That happens to be particule true with information workers,who, according to one study, are absolutely useless .....ter 20 years at one job and hadbetter change. Certainly there is evidence, I know, that lots of us would like tochange jobs, but, considerations of security, pension or lack of training keep usback on the old job. Many people also feel they would like to have a first careerto make money and raise a family, while the second jou would allow them to do some-thing useful. I think this was found true when the Peace Corps and VISTA were formed.Many older people volunteered to work who had raised their families and who nowwanted to do something a little more meaningful.
Of course, sometimes the problem is finding out just what it is you do want todo, and we have two speakers, Mr. Palley this morning and Mr. Bolles tomorrow, whowill talk about analyzing what it is you really want to do. I think librarians canbe helpful there, because we often have the knowledge, the books, the resources orinformation on the agencies that can help people engaged in change.
The HEW report then recommends that work be redesigned so that workers mightwork in teams and practice participatory, management. This goes for all levels, fromfactory workers all the way up to managers in big corporations. Within these teamsworkers can allocate jobs, so that no one will be stuck with boring jobs all the time.All work is shared, and boring routines alternate with interesting assignments. Thereport said that the important thing was not just the sharing of the work so much asthe sharing of the decision making of who would eo the work.
The most radical proposal of the report is sabbaticals for everybody, whateveryour career. I mean any job. There is no job that would not have a sabbatical, andthis would allow us to employ those that are often unemployed, because they could beworking while the rest of us were off on our sabbaticals. Sabbaticals could be usedto retrain for a better job or for a different job, or simply to try your hand atsomething you've always wanted to do. These would give people time off, backed up bythe security of a job, allowing them to try something else, at least temporarily,

without losing their positions.
I know some of the criticisms of this have been that this report is just toosocialistic - this idea of retraining workers, restructuring jobs, maneuvering peoplearound wherever they're needed; but I think there's an awful lot in this report. Ithink it's tremendously important, and handily, it's paperback, so I hope you'll allhave it in your libraries.
The task force adopted this motto from Camus: "Without work, all life goesrotten, but when work is soulless, life stifles and dies." This is certainly a con-cern that touches all of us, so I hope the program in the next two days will be use-ful to you, whether in your own search for a new career, or in your patron's search.
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FINDING THE WORK YOU WANT TO DO

Marshall Palley

Peggy O'Donnell
We'll start off this morning with someone who has spent some time helping peoplefind out what they want to do. I'm sure many of you know the book by the New Voca-tions Project, theAmerican Friends Service Committee, Working Loose. Those of youwho do not, it's on your list, and I hope you will have time to look at it some time.Ai. Palley, who is with New Vocations, has worked with their concept of helping peo-ple find what they want to do. In his article in this book, he explains his own. search for finding what he wanted to do. He said sometimes it's not so hard findingout what you want to do; it's finding out how you can do it. So perhaps he'll havesome guidelines for us today. He also supplied us with an excellent list, which wedidn't have time to put in your kits, and they're over there if you want to pick oneup during the break. Mr. Palley.

Mr. Palley

Working loose is what I'm doing right now. My job ends in about 2 1/2 weeks,and I've been doing it for 10 years, and I feel as though I'm at square one and aboutto go on a self-decreed sabbatical. I'd like to tell you a little bit about my cornerof reality, but also to have a chance to hear about yours, so that perhaps we'll makecontact in the time that we have together this morning.
I'd like. to.read from a couple o2 statements that are typical of hundreds thatI've received ,over the last 5 or 6 years. This one was written just last week. Ithasn't been answered yet, but because of the pressure of this occasion, and the factthat the project I've been associated with is phasing out soon, and at Peggy O'Donnell's

suggestion, we were prompted to prepare a list of places where this kind of personalservice is available. Here's the letter from somewhere on Webster Street ie SanFrancisco:

Dear Person,
What is the Vocations Resource Center? What is the nature and extent of

your services? And to whom are these resources available? I have been bur-ied under a switchboard and typewriter for so long that I have become nomore than a mechanical set of voice and finger motions; but from somewhere
deep inside of me, a tiny bit of doubt creeps out and tells me that surelyI must be more than an appendage to a ret of machines. All of the condition-
ing has not been quite complete. So before that doubt is gone, I need to takeinventory of myself and see how I can be of some positive benefit to myselfin the world around me. All of this leads back to my opening.questions. Iwould very much appreciate hearing from you. Peace, Susan.

Actually, I've written the answer to Susan, and I was waiting to have the listto enclosefbut what can we tell the Susans of San Francisco and this world that theymight do?

Typically, in this tremendously individualistic society that we, inhabit, peopleare not in communication with others and feel that the consciousness that's rising upwithin them is, totally unique, and private and not shared by others. So a first step,beyond reaching out by writing a letter, is to find at least one other person to' tellyou that it's alright to feel this way, that it's happened before; in fact, that ourgovernment tells.us that 90% of the people have this problem.
I began as the college program director of the Friendd about 5 years ago, totalk to people who were in this frame of mind, either people who had worked and foundit empty, &stems said, and soul-destroying, or people who hadn't worked much' yet,but didn't want to pay their dues by waiting 10 years to find out that it wasn't worthit. We saw more of the latter, I'd say, 5 years ago, and we see more of the formergroup who have had the experience of working as teachers, social workers, a few libra-rians, now.

vigft-
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The principle is sharing. You put something in the pot in order to get some-thing out. I wrote a poem to this effect. In this poem I likened what we did in the
groups that we began having to a kind of potluck or a stone soup where people seem
to have nothing, but you throw it altogether, and you get a very nourishing soup outof it, and everyone is filled. Rarely this happened, but usually people felt not worsethan before, and sometimes better.

The sharing involves information. People who are job hunting, people who are
career hunting, if they've been any good at it at all, have more infoimation than
people who are sitting in some office or placement center. They also have advice to
share, which is a tricky business; but if you know that the advice that people give
benefits.the people who give it rather than those who receive it, you can begin tounderstand how important it is that people have an environment and framework in which
they can give advice; because if you listen to what you say equally or more so than,.
what people tell you, you may hear some important things; and it's easier to articu,
late things that may be useful to yourself when you talk with others, with a group
where some stimulation arises, or with one or two other persons.

These places have problems. The people who work in them get tired of that.. I
thought I never would, but I did, because it was very satisfying. The first few
years I did it, I did it because it was my job. When I really got into it, it wasvery exciting.

People don't come as much as they did. I think this may be either because of
social trends, or because we don't have as much to offer. I think it's the latter.
It's like the professors in the Arab Universities in the Middle Ages. They used to
take their rug and throw it down in the corner of some balcony, and the rug would be,
crowded when they had something to say, and when not much was going on, it would be..
pretty lonesome on the rug. It's been pretty lonesome at our place the last year
or so, and I.think that's a sign not only of the times, but also that now people have
alternatives.

That's a little bit about the Vocations Resource Center as we experienced it.
Ultimately we.got into publications. We got government money, which was a minor
miracle. Our government does some amazing things, not only some that we're ashamed
to acknowledge, but some that are pretty good; and in its infinite wisdom, it gave
us enough money, not quite enough to corrupt us, but not oece!msrily to make us do
better work. There were just more of us getting in each other's way, but we had to
do some reporting, and on a whim, instead of doing a mimeographed report, we decided
to do a paperback book. Since we had a budget, and the bills were paid, and we had
a deadline, a group of us got together and did the book, which was an exciting process.
It's probably a form of collaboration that has a lot to recommend it.

For instance, a group of ex-mental patients now puts out a publication which you
may know called Madness Network News. It's a very creditable newsletter, and now they
have a contract to do a book which will be coming out in the spring through Glide
Publications. Certainly some of your own people were involved in Revating Libra-.rims. Our copy disappeared, but that's a sign of a good book, as you well know.

Now perhaps I can say the things I meant to say and didn't as I respond to someof your statements, pleas, expressions of scorn, questions, comments or whatever.

Ms. O'Donnell
I was wondering if you use books, or magazines, or any kind of printed informa-

tion sources in your project?

Mr. Palley
We have them around. We try to display them in different ways. Some people

are very oriented to materials and do use them, but I'd say it's a very small percent-
age of the people who come to places like ours. Sometimes, if a person expresses a
particular interest, like. child care, like free schools, we have pamphlet files and,
boxes, in addition to the information that's racing around in our heads, and we do-
makethese available.

f
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I visited the VSC APSC office in Cambridge, which has a quite excellent programthat's somewhat on the order of our own. I noticed that they have evolved a veryexcellent type of magazine and pamphlet storage, using the hollow rolls that newsprintcomes in, and they had cut these into short sections and piled them like cord woodand filled them with files of periodicals likeldrkforce or Vocations for Social Change....4--The ensemble of these tubes then made a room divider4lso. They had to make good use .of their space.

Peggy asked me to mention a few materials. 'In terms of publishing, other thanWorking Loose, we did a mimeographed report. Out second report for the Department..of Labor was more conventional, and it may be a little more informative about the ..range of activities which we carried on. The supplement to this was a 40-minutevideo tape called "Learning a Living; 4 work groups in process." Prints of it areavailable, and if you. have equipment for 1/2" video tape, it is an attempt. to gaina self-understanding of our own ',:ork group.
Our publications included this San Francisco New Vocations Project, 29704972,the paperback Working Loose that Peggy mentioned, and 8 interviews called Seed! Peoplewhich deal with people in projects or alternatives - an architect, a law commune,a person breaking into public interest radio. This has been greeted with a mixedreception. The format that we chose, as librarians you must know, is a difficult oneto handle. Book sellers have found it almost impossible to handle.1 also wanted to mention a publication which perhaps some of you don't know about.It comes out each year. It's called Invest Yourself. It's a volunteer service.It's a wide range of either summer or year-round volunteer activities for Youngpeople. It gives very brief accounts of where people can write. It's available,.

.from the COMMiWOD on Voluntary Service in New York City. I can leave this here.,so people who want to know more about_it can get the publication information.,
.I'm going to leave a few of this newspaper called Simple Living, which is & newpublication of the Friends Service Committee. It's our feeling that both for personaland global reasons, Americans have reason to be concerned about what over-consumptiondoes, not only to, the quality of our own lives, but to our relations to each otherAindto the rest of the world. So at the Friends--Service

ttee, those who survive.are going to try to gear up a program to encourage indiv duals and groups to simplifytheir living and to challenge the institutions which are working so. mightily to cos-plicate it through the newsletter.

Question
.Do you have specific job.listings, or is it more sort of a general discussion onWhat a person wants to do? .

Mr. Palle

We haVe hada 'few job listings. We've not done a good job in that area, butpeople have forced jab listings on us, and at times we have solicited a few. We havea weird collection of part-time, full-time, civil service and people-serving jobs.We have Jobs most commonly in the human service field at low pay, and there's enoughdemand for those so that when people volunteer for those good jobs, supply and demandare in balance, unfortunately.
That's why it's hard to get much money for them.. If a person wants to talk, we'll talk. We certainly follow McLuhan's commentthat discovery through dialog and human encounter is the work pattern of the electronicage, because we talk and talk and talk. Some people, we discovered, didn't want totalk. They just wanted to see a job listing, or they wanted some specific information.I think face-to-face talking is the thing that we've seen as our principle resource,including the information that we might be able to bring to bear, or the clarificationof priorities by asking a series of fairly simple-minded questions that sometimesenable the person to resolve what his primary needs might be. Some people eventuallywent back where they were, but with their eyes open to the situation. Others feltready to make changes, either drastic or gradual, in terms of a course of action thatsuited their particular needs. It never proved possible to write down what we did.
1.1 8
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Those chanters also didn't get included in the book, because maybe we were purposelyunsystematic, but each encounter seemed different, and to stylize those seemed to bea waste.

I could always think of new ways of doing the work - not .that they always worked,but there was always a chance that a new approach would be succeief01. Some peoplecame back and became addicted to our service through 3 or 4 visite, *or !bay joinedthe staff and just were hard to get rid of. The only problems we had were when peopledidn't want to leave.

gnntiPn
Are these private interviews, or are they rap sessions, or what?

Mr. Nan
We never have any private interviews. We were all in one room, and sometimes.4 'or S conversations were going on all at once. So privacy was never somethingthat was ever available. There were groups which were scheduled at certain timeswhich were groups. There were impromptu groups that developed when half a dozenpeople would be there at the same time.

lestion,

What careers had these people followed?

Mr. Pa11.ey

We have seen people in all types, of careers - some trying to vary their careers,°there seeking new ones. A lot of young adults who were trying to learn physida1construction skills. We found the free university Classes were a real resource to.troy people as a saace of contact and a place of learning. We found that.voluntaer-ing WAS a strategy that was very effective with many people. If people had survivalproblems, they could do temporary work to pay the rent, and they vcaunteerd for workthey'd think they might like. Sometimes that would lead to a paying-job. I know anumber of men and woman who did got jobs that they really found satisfactien-in''through vclunteering.

racir4n
How did people find out about your service?

The People's Yellow Paves and Workforce, the publication of Vocations for SocialChLnge, both list it as a local center. Some people wanted a job with the AmericanFriends Service Comittee (which is certainly the best place I've ever worked), andthey would discover us by word of mouth. People heard about it hitchhiking: it'samazing. People would come even though they'd been in San Francisco only a day. or so.we saw a lot of newcomere anA transients.

Qnestion
Could you generalize in ,any way why people were interested in changing -from onetype of work to another - what some of the reasons were that people gave you?

.

Mr. Palley

Well, when Shell Development closed down their plant in Emeryville, their research establishment, we saw a few engineers for a few weeks, because they didn'twant to transfer to Texas or somcwhore. Some people were laid off, were between jobs,were in occupations where it just was hard to find jobs, like junior college teacherswanting to live in the Bay Area, or things of that kind. Other people had had it withtheir particular line,* whether it was engineering, teaching, social work, and rallywanted something' different. Increasingly we've seen people in that mid career group.I think that trend' began 2 or 2 1/2 years ago, as I experienced it. Previously wesaw people about 25, more or less, or people just out of college who have had 4 verydifficult time findirg any kind of work.
!
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guestion
TO be more specific, people who are in mid-career, about to change, what are thereasons, psychological or whatever it is? That's what really interests me - why?Why. would people reach a point that they would leave well-paid, prestigious jobs?
. .

Mr. Palley
Some of the reasons I've heard people give include the emptiness of material. gainsand other success they realized. They had run a course and found that there wasn'tanything that was ultimately satisfying. They began to feel the cost was too great.

puestion,

Did you do follow-ups on these people to-find out, if they had changed careers,if they were successful in whatever later line they had chosen?

Mr. Palley,

Not regularly. At a certain point we were seeing very large numbers of people,same of them only once. We did a questionnaire last year, sent out CA. sr 500 formsand had a response of 75 or 100, which was fairly good because the contact with someof them had been 4 or 5 years earlier. We worked that up in this report that I spokeof. Some people came back spontaneously, or word filtered through. It's not a thingthat people did very often, Even when they got jobs from our strange and wonderfulcollection. of. they rarely told us about it. And, of course, we remember theones that turned out well and can't seem to think of the others.

Ms. O'Donnell
Do any of the people have to go back to school or take courses for retrainingto find new careers?

Mr. Palley.
A lot did. The sabbatical, I think, is a creative idea, the universal sabbaticalthat you mentioned, Peggy; but it's not socially respectable, and it's not economicallyviable. You have to be either rich or gutsy to do that. But to go to school, youcan borrow money from the Bank of America; you can get the GI Bill. I had studentsat Sacramento State who tell me that it was the best deal they had at the moment.The best economic alternative was to be in school. It's socially respectable to bein school; it's approved. If you're not careful, it leads to degrees, credentials -but not necessarily jobs; but it fills time. People on this questionnaire told us,"We didn't learn anything about the work we wanted to do in school; we learned it outWorking." Then when you asked them what their plans for the future were, most ofthem said, "I'm going back to school." It was very discouraging. Yet, people who areready to go back to school, who have a well-defined intention, should be there.

Questiont

When these people who are professionals in mid-career, were kind of successfulbut ran their course, and then they changed, is there a pattern that they changed: isthere a pattern that they changed to something with less pressure or less demand interms of status and so forth than what they left?

Mr. Palley,

Yes, those that I know of either shift gears in the occupation and rethink theWay they're doing it, or go to much more part-time kinds of things, limited commit!vents, having more days in the middle ce the week when they can go fishing or the-equivlent. Some people apparently make it by altering their living arrangements.They claim that they're getting along pretty well, and seem to be.



BEST COPY MIMS

SOME ALTERNATIVES- -A SYMPOSIUM

Introduction

Peggy O'Donnell

When I was planning this workshop and deciding what trends to cover, I foundthat for many people just getting a chance to do something they've always wanted todo was very important. I thought it would be interesting to hear from librarianswho had attempted this. What problems did they face? Were they successful? Didtheir librarian training help or hinder?
I found three candidates who had explored three options. One took her skillsas a librarian and tried free-lancing. Could anyone live on that? Second, a libra-rian who experimented with something totally different that she had always wantedto do. Finally, a librarian who really wanted to devote her time to social actionand wasn't too concerned with making a good living. I'd like to introduce themto you.

The first speaker, Linda Ramey, many of you know from BARC. She has been withus since the very beginning of the project. About three years ago she decided shewould try her hand at operating a cosmetic and herbal store. She will tell usabout the joys and sorrows of small business.
Our next speaker will be Georgia Mulligan, whom many of you know. She was oneof those people Mr. Palley was referring to. When Shell moved their operation,Georgia had to find a new career. She's the one who tried to free-lance her skills.She'll tell you how that has worked and whether or not librarians can be freelanceresearchers.
Our last speaker, Barbara Pruett, is working with the United Farm Workers ona more or less volunteer basis as a people's librarian with the SRRT project. Shewill describe her work with the Farm Workers.
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STARTING YOUR OWN BUSINESS Ku COPT AVAILABLE

Linda Ramey

I went into business about two years ago, and-people often ask me, "What made
you decide to have a cosmetic and scent' Shop?" Actually someone else was respons-ible for it. A friend of mine who owned a sandal shop in the Mission District
felt the neighborhood needed a "body shop", selling lotions, oils and soaps. He
suggested that I should open one with a friend. We really just fell into it.

Our first step was to talk to a cosmetic manufacturer in:Berkeley. We de-cided to open with his products. We found the ideal location for our shop at thefirst place we looked: Our name,.Common Scents, was decided on just as casuallyon the basis of a friend's suggestion.
However, once.we opened, we had problems we'd never dreamed of. The firstwas connected with our name,when one of our suppliers toiclus another shop wasalready using it.: We were 'really afraid we'd have'to Change-our name. Luckily,the other business was in Palo Alto, 'so We'were legal'in San Francisco.This and other problems could have been avoided'if we 'had done any researchon how to open a business, but - and as a librarian I'm embarrassed to admit it -we didn't. One thing .,that would have been helpful is.the saiide to Public Record's,which tells about the Fictitious Name BUreaU, where you register your businessname, the Board of Equalization and other City offices.
In retrospect, I can think of many' items that 'Would have been helpful, suchas the Small. Business Administration publications and the Srnati Business Reporter,which publishes a series on general business operations (litanies and permits,advertising);_ and a series on types of business. Of tour e, the library is fullof books on the various aspects of business, none of which we used.We did get a lot of help from other shop owners in the neighborhood. thebookshop next door helped us with our tax probleims. They were'ieally a, headache,and we certainly weren't prepared for'it. After working thiee weeks on our taxes,we realiied our bookkeeping system was hopeless. It simply wasn't adequate forgetting at the records we needed.
As our business expanded beyond cosmetics to related items like hair brushes,we had to find more suppliers. We found them first in the phone book - local onesand out of state ones. Trade directories were used tea. The library helped here.We found a lot of crafts people at local craft fairs, since we now also carryceramics, toys and candles.
By now I was using library materials to help run the business - books and mag-azine articles on soaps; perfumes, how to make potpourri (which we sell). I justmight mention here the Workman's Publishing Company series, which are excellent inthis field. We also use herbals. We found an excellent article on natural haircare in an old issue of Clear Creek (July/Aug. 72).
One of the interesting sidelines that developed was finding that our shop wasbecoming a switchboard, a mini resource center. People would ask about places torent, and we'd try to put them in touch with others. Eventually one wall becamea bulletin board. We always keep a copy of the People's Yellow Pages handy, so wecan help people who need special services. We also keep catalogs of the local freeuniversities; copies of Free, San Francisco Public Library's monthly newsletter ofevents; and other calendars of events in the Bay Area. I even answered a referencequestion last week, which really pleased me, since I felt I was being a librarianin my own shop. I did call the Literature Department at SFPL for help, but thecustomer was really impressed. I did point out to her that, "At the library wedo'that every day."
Other problems confronting a small shop keeper are local ordinances about thesizes of signs, for example, and how far they can hang out in the street. We hadan incredible time just planting a tree in front of our shop. The library can
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help with this kind of information. We've also used books on advertising andpromotion. Now, are there any questions?

Question
Do you make your own soaps?

We don't make our own soaps, no; but they are handmade over in Berkeley by
the Cosmetic Chemist. We're located over on 24th Street between Noe and Sanchez.The shop has really turned out to be an alternative for me. I didn't really planit as an alternative, but within a year I found that I was glad I was doing it.

Gil McNamee

Did you find that your operation as a semi-switchboard increased yourbusiness? Would you suggest it for other businessei?

Mb. Raez
Oh yes, I would definitely, because it brings people in, and as you beginto make friendly relationships, or very personal relationships with people,then they're more apt to tell other people about you. We have a lot of peoplewho come in and say, "Diane said that possibly you'd know a place to rent."We don't really care whether they're coming in to buy something or not. It'sjust as pleasing to have someone come in for information. That's great, youknow; but I think in general it does increase business.
Oh, I forgot to mention there's a list in your kit that lists materials

that are useful to someone starting a business.
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FREE -LANCE RESEARCHER

Georgia Mulligan

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

During Linda's talk I felt like laughing, since we felt we did everything
wrong when we started too.

My firm, Information Unlimited, was started with a friend of mine, Sue Rugge,when we both were laid off from our jobs as special librarians. Sue had beenwith Singer Frieden, and I worked for Shell Development Corporation. AlthoughSue had always been a special librarian, I had also worked in academic and pub-lic libraries. We both felt that though we liked our work, we wanted to getaway from the library setting and be our own bosses. So after several phonecalls and meetings, we decided to start our own business.
During several Saturday beer sessions, we decided we needed a name and sta-tionery to establish that we really existed. Sue already had some business con-tacts, since she had done some free-lance research while she still had her job.We began to build our contact list by attending SLA meetings, and calling libra-rians we had worked with in the past and asking them if they felt there was aneed for our proposed service.
I began to look into the requirements for setting up the business; and thoughI was a librarian and used to digging up information, I still found that often theagencies that should have the answer aren't always helpful. For instance, we paid$30 for a business license, only to find later that we could have gotten a cheaperone by describing ourselves as a home industry making less than $2000 a year.We found that it was always best to ask, "Are you sure you're telling me every-thing?"

Our business is really a free-lance librarian service. We try to give a verypersonalized, fast service that's not always possible in a normal library situa-tion where you haven't time to follow the patron around to see he finds what hewants. We get the patron what he wants. A lot of special libraries use us toget photocopies from UC Berkeley and other places within a 48-hour period. Aswe've shown we can do this, we are now being asked to do ready reference andsimple literature searches for our clients. We started out in late 1971, andjust in the last two months we have seen a real change in the service we areasked for. Originally about 80% of the business was photocopying; now it'sabout 50% literature searches and 502 photocopying.
How did we find our clientele? We worked through SLA and our special li-brary friends. We began providing service to NASA, Stanford Research Institute,Shell Oil; then we used their names in our promotional material to impress pro-spective clients. We felt successful marketing was the only way to establishour business. We tried advertising but found our service difficult to describein an ad. We tried calling directly to prospective clients but often couldn'tget past their secretaries.

Secretaries are trained to screen out calls. Wehave had several ways of getting past their defenses. Once we reached the boss,our goal was to get an appointment, so we would really have a chance to explainour services. If we had an appointment in the area, we would also just drop inon other businesses. We found it's better to start at the top, because theseofficials are the ones who can okay the expense.
As women working in the business world which is predominately male, we feltwe had to psyche out the people we were talking too. If they were fatherly, wewere sweet girls who needed their help. If they were business-like, we werejust as business-like.

Since we had no financial backing for our business venture, we had to relyon free materials and advice. I managed to get a free Zip Code Directory thatI badly needed by becoming friendly with the man who had been answering all myZip Code inquiries. He finally found an extra one and sent it to me. I also
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managed to avoid paying at advance on the sales tax from a directory we compiled
on special collections in libraries by convincing the officials we probablywouldn't make any money on it. So you don't really need money to start a busi-ness.

We did get listed in the Yellow Pages under "Library Research", and it'sreally weird, because we seldom get business that way; but we often get people
who want a recipe, or other kinds of questions that should go to the publiclibrary. We always point out that our service costs money and that they can
get the answer free at the public library. Sometimes, though, if we know the
answer, we tell them and just hope it will result in good public relationsfor us.

Are there any questions?

Question
Could you be a little more specific? What do you use for your resourcematerial? Do you have any sort of basic reference collection? How do youcharge your clients? What types of clients do you have?

Ms. Mulligan
Well, OK. First of all, we believe there's a wealth of untapped resourcesin the Bay Area, and if no one else is going to use them, we are. We work OUTof my partner's bedroom, and all we have is a phone, a little file of cards

of serials at UC Berkeley, San Francisco Public Library's list of serials,
the People's Yellow Pages, and our heads.

What we do is, we try to start at the University of California. They'vegot about 22 libraries on their campus, and we've developed a relationship
with the people that work there. They have such a wealth of resources that
it just seems the most practical place to start. Then we have a woman at Davis,a woman at UC Med Center, me in San Francisco, a woman at UCLA, a man in Cleve-land, and other contacts around the country that we'send requests to, if wecan't answer them at Berkeley. Then what we tell our client is, if it's a
specific thing he wants, like an article, we tell him we'll try in Berkeley,
and it will be in the mail or United Parcel Service in 48 hours, or let himknow a reason why it isn't. Then we tell him where else we're going to try,
just so he knows that we're still working on it, and we try to report back to
him regularly to give him the feeling that we're still working on it.

I'd say at this point the majority of our clients are businesses, either
with libraries, and if the libraries use us, they use us for out of field
things - out of field periodical articles, or checking specific facts in dir-
ectories and things that they might not have in their library. Once in awhile
a library will give us a literature search, and usually that is out of fieldtoo. They think we're experts.

Question
Would you say something about the literature searches - the range in terms

of science, social science, and length of literature searches, and range offees you charge?

MS. Mulligan
OK. There's no range of fees. We charge $10 an hour for searching.Then what we try to do is, we rarely sit down and compile a bibliography,

because why bother? Once in awhile someone's trying to impress the boss,
but usually he just wants something he can read, and he wants it fast. It'sspeed rather than the books that they want.

We will take on any field we think we can handle. My partner is very good
at electronics and physics and computers. She spent 10 years operating libra-ries in that field, and her husband is a physicist and explains things to us.
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We try to work with the client and try to get him to understand at what level ofknowledge we are so that there's no misunderstanding. Those scientific things
can get really wild. We have people that we can call on to do things that wedon't feel we can do ourselves, and we're trying to develop a file of.people whohave searching experience in all different subjects, and we will pay them, I tryto avoid the science field. I've worked in just about everything else.

Question

Do you get more in the sciences than in the social sciences and management?

Ms. Mulligan
We got more in the sciences, mainly because we came from research and develop-ment companies, and that was our firpt market; but even within those companies weget some pretty crazy things. Like one time a company wanted to locate an islandin the Northwest territory of Canada, and thei find out why it was named what itwas named, and so on and so forth. They're probably planning a bomb site thereor something.

Question

You said you have contacts throughout the country. Do you pay them to serveyou? Do you have difficulty establishing working relationships with resourcepeople?

Ms. Milligan
We have received some resistance. We're trying to get people to understandthat we want to be a cog in the cooperative wheel, but some people resent the idea,some publicly oriented librarians resent the idea that we are charging for whatlibraries are already doing free. So what we say is, nothing is free. If yourtaxes aren't paying for it, it's got to be paid for some other way. Also we dothings a library can't do. A public librarian will rarely sit down and spend5 to 10 hours doing a literature search for a patron. There just isn't that time..If a patron, wants that he's going to have to pay for it. I think the public li-brary should offer that service for a fee, but not too many people agree with me.

Question
How much do you make in a year?

Mb. Mulligan
Well, we just decided to pay ourselves $500 a month so that we would havesomething to live on. We're really struggling right now. The company grows everymonth. It's very small; it's very modest. I think the gross was almost $3000last month. Of course, with each increase there's also an increase in overhead.Our phone bill goes up every month. We charge as many costs back to our clientsas we can. We charge back postage. If we have to make calls for our client,we charge him for the phone call, or if we use United Parcel Service. We're prob-ably going to start charging for our travel time. When we do a search, we usuallydon't charge for the time it takes us to get, to a place, but we'll probably startcharging for that, and maybe for gas if they require us to travel very far.

Question
What about copyright laws? Do you have any problems with that?

Ma. Mulligan,

Well, we're not doing anything that you aren't. We are not selling copies.We're copying. Basically copying is breaking the law, but that's what you do too.We sell a service, and if somebody wants a photocopy, we charge them $2 plus 150a page. All of that is service charge. The 150 a page covers costs at a copy
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shop. We don't have our own machine. The 150 a page covers what it costs us to
get the copy made plus the handling. You have to check over it; you have to
staple it; you have to put it in an envelope, and all that.

Question
I'm just curious - there's just the two of you? That just blows my mind.

Do you have an answering service?

Ms. Mulligan
We have an answering service which takes messages 24 hours. I could tell

you something about answering services. They're all a drag. We've gone throughabout four now. We would like to get a pattern going so that there's always
somebody there to answer the phone, but Ws really impossible. The two of us
really live our work, and it's not work; it's fun. It's fulfilling. It's thefirst time I haven't gotten depressed on Sunday nights. You know what I'm
talking about. We do have these other part-time people. We have about eight
part-time people who work for us regularly and earn anywhere from $100 to $200
a month themselves.

Question
Have you ever turned anyone down for any kind of professional or political

reason?

Ms. Mulligan
No. Well, people have taken me aside saying, "Well, I know where your

heart is; why are you working for some of these people you're working for when
they're out polluting the Bay and all these things?" But I'm getting mellow.
I'm getting older, and I'm learning the good things about business and industryas well. I thought I was very anti-business and industry and everything, but
you see some of the good things that they do. In fact, we are in a better posi-
tion than public librarians, because we have the choice of turning people down,
and you don't. If we got approached by two organizations working against one
another, we would provide information to them both. Everything is confidential.
We do not talk about what our clients are doing. We do have two clients now
who are working on the same thing, and we're the only ones who know it, and it's
kind of neat. We kind of feel like we have power.

Question
I was thinking about what.you said about doing things that a public library

cannot do because of lack of funding. I was wondering if you might be possibly
undercutting community support for public libraries to the extent that we might
become better service organizations.

Ms. Mulligan

I don't think a public library or any publicly supported library like the
State University Library is ever going to have enough money to provide the serv-
ice it needs through taxes. I think they should charge for certain things.
They charge for things now - photocopying, a lot of them. Here at SFPL you have
to put a deposit in order to have the privilege of checking out art prints. You
know, there's a lot of money exchanging hands in libraries already. I know of
one case in Minnesota, a system called INFORM, that includes a public library,
a university library and some special libraries, where they have a reference
service - you know, a super literature searching reference research service,
and they. charge $18 an hour. I think that this would be a great source of rev-enue. I think the Business Branch here probably could open up some kind of serv-
ice like that and could probably bring in revenue that would help toward pur-
chasing and help create jobs for more people.

. gl
A/
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LIBRARY SERVICE FOR FARM WORKERS

Barbara Pruett

I'm a full time volunteer librarian for the United Farm Workers, which meansI work for $5 a week and my room and a $10 weekly food allowance. I bgan workingfor the Farm Workers last September, but I have only been a full time staff member
since April when I began working on the central filing system,, which later dev-eloped into an information system.

Although I work in La Paz, I live in the Bay Area. When I realized I would
need financial help to continue work on the project, I contacted Bay Area SRRT.I was told about SRRT's People's Librarian project which supports unemployed li-
brarians and allows them to do useful professional work in the community. Fundsfor the project come from monthly pledges of SR= members. I really appreciatethe chance the project gave me to work with the farm workers.

What do I do for the farm workers? Well, I don't take iiooks out into thefield, which in my opinion has been a waste of effort, since often the migrantworkers have not been able to read.
Essentially, since I'm the librarian to a union of Farm Workers, I must bean agricultural librarian, a union librarian and a social librarian. I must findmaterials for the research department, the legal department and the health center.The farm workers need all sorts of information - on crops, particularly grapesand lettuce; on pesticides and fertilizers; on the cost of crop production. Ilook for material on agribusiness and corporate farming. If a labor union is go-ing to compete, it has to know about management and know what management knows.

Of course, Gallo and Safeway can afford expensive libraries and research centers;but I must get our information from public sources, and since I can't afford ex-pensive materials, I must depend on other librarians. Some send me extra govern-
ment documents or useful discards. Others alert me to free or inexpensive mater-ials in the field.

The information that I assemble can then be made available not only to theunion members, but to all farm workers. If we turn up information on pesticidepoisoning, that information will benefit all migrant workers. The fight for farmworkers' rights is a slow one, but keeping them informed will help.
What can you as librarians do to help? There is simply no money for supplies,so I need ink pads, catalog cards (we are using the backs of discards from other

libraries), book pockets, Princeton files, file cabinets and paper clips. I alsoneed indexes to periodicals, such as Readlr'e Guide and Agricultural Index - thepaper copies that you throw away as cumulations arrive. We have magazines, butno access. We also need legal and medical books and anything on agriculturalstatistics. I could really use any atlas, if anyone is planning to discard one.But what I particularly need is the services of librarians, more than any-thing else, who would volunteer their time and gas to come down over the weekendand work on setting up the library.
I could really use a full time person to work in the library. I spend somuch time raising money, looking for resources and contacting librarians - it'spractically a full time job in itself. But someone must be there to keep upwith the everyday library routines, so if anyone is willing to work for $5 aweek and room and board, I can offer you a job.
As librarians, I would hope you would subscribe to Et Afteriado, our unionnewspaper. It's one way you can help us tell our side of the story to the public.
Briefly, I want to comment on our critical need for funding, but we won't

accept support from just anyone. We don't want government money, because iteventually runs out. Often we must rely on people's willingness to work for nomoney.
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As for our information needs, I'm building phone contacts with librarians in
the area and encouraging our staff to call them when our information center can't sup-
ply the answer. Unfortunately, this means a long-distance call - another expense.

Librarians have helped: SRRT funding, donations of books and supplies; some
libraries let us call collect. All has been very valuable, but it's just a begin-
nillg

People here have a hard time understanding exactly what the farm workers aredoing. The newspaper reports or whatever don't really say what's going on, or they
don't really say what farm workers really need. I hope that maybe this talk will
help a little bit, although I would like to say that I'll answer any questions,
because I think much better at explaining things if I actually find out what
people want to know.

Question
What are your ties with the national AFL/CIO? How strong are they, or are you

still affiliated with them?

NS. Pruett
We are an AFL/CIO unit, and we had money for the strike, but that's gone.

A million dollars, at $75 or $90 a week when we have between 3000 and 5000 farm
workers out on strike - that doesn't go very far. That was for the strike. Thatwasn't for anything else. That simply went to feed and pay strikers.

Question,

How could I donate money to the Farm Workers?

Na. Pruett
We eve an organization called the National Farm Workers Service Center, and

if you want to donate money, you can donate it to thi Service Center, and that's
tax exemptible. They do give support to the legal department and to the clinics,
so that would be a help. The address is P.O. Box 62, Keene, California 93531.
It's called the National Farm Workers Service Center.

Peggy O'Donnell

Do you have many librarians who are volunteering?

Hrs. Pruett

Well, we don't have anybody volunteering his services right nom, which is
what I need the most. We have librarians who have begun to understand what we
need, and I hope that in the near future we will have librarians who would like
to come down for a weekend.

I had a very interesting meeting with the Kern County librarians yesterday,as a mattes of fact. I went down to see their facilities, and they were sort of
looking me over, because they were a little bit unsure. We went out to lunch.
There were five of us, and finally it got to a point where one librarian said,
"Would you mind if I asked you a question?" And I.said, "No, what?" She said,
"Well, what is life in La Paz really like? We always hear that it's like an armedcamp." I just broke out laughing. This is the second time this week that I've
been asked this question. We're not an armed camp. There aren't any guns in the
place, or anything like that. Yet, this is the image that we're facing. This brokethe ice though.

I hope librarians Nill volunteer to help, because I can use any kind of help,
one or two librarians down there for 8 or 10 hours, who knew what they were doing,whom I wouldn't have to train, who would come in and type subject headings on the
cards. Thet would be more help to me than if I had unskilled help for two weeks
and bad to teach them what they were supposed to be doing. There's a real need
for weekend service down there. 22
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I would like to tell you about a film we've been making. We've had a filmcrew that's been filming the strike since the beginning all summer long, and ifyour libraries would be interested in buying copies of the film - it's still inthe splicing stages, but they'll have it ready in a month or two - that wouldhelp us tremendously. It would get the word out to people, and I think it willbe a good film. Anything like just helping us, helping people to understandvhat's going on, getting the word out, giving our side a chance - that would bea tremendous help. Again, if you are interested in volunteering for service andcan provide transportation, or perhaps we can hook you up with rides, if we gettwo or three people, if one person bad a car, that's all we'd need.
Keene is about a 5-5 1/2 hour drive, depending on who's driving. If youwant to come down, I want, I'd love to have you, but don't come without notifyingus. We have to know you're coming ahead of timn. We need your name, the descrip-tion of your car and the license number, because you'll be stopped at the gate,and you have to sign in. If they don't know you're coming, you'll sit there untilthey find me, and that may not be for a long time sometimes, because I go on thebasis that a librarian's responsibility is to get out of the room and go aroundto see what's going on. So I maybe in the legal department, or in the researchdepartment, or data processing, and sometimes I'm gone for an hour or two. Ifyou show up at the wrong time, you don't get in, not until I okay you. This isfor security, and it's well needed. You can call me at Area Code 805, 822-5571.Also if you come, be prepared to camp out. It's that kind of situation. Withinthe last three months, anyone who has come down has had to provide his food. Soif you come down, realize that it's not Holiday Inn living, and bring food.

Pat Mitchell
I d just like to say that SRRI is willing to act as coordinator for anybodyup here in the Bay Area, if you want to send supplies down, or if you want to godown there yourself.

Ms. Pruett

I would like to follow through with that. Everything is so critical. Evena dollar or two counts, so don't go buying something unless it's exactly what weneed, because anything that might end up being a waste would be an extra extremewaste to us, because we need everything so badly. We hope to organize certainprojects that you can lock into to raise money for certain things like law booksor like medical books. So clear it, with SRRT or me if you'd like to help.

Ms. O'Donnell

Thank you, Barbara. Thank you all.
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Ms. O'Donnell
Now we'll move into our afternoon portion of our program. Gil and I have. dividedit between us, which means he got mcst'of the work. I planned it carefully. He'sgoing'to begin by discussing tha kinds of books and materials that you have in yourlibrary, or the agencies outside the library that will help the job seeker.

Mr. McNamee
.-71-6.--7olrof the worst things that happens to Anyoni is looking for a job, but I thinkthat li6rarians.can play a very important role helping people find their jobs. I'veentitled'what we're going to be talking about as "The Librarian as Vocational Coun-sellor:" If you'll look in your kit and get out the orange list, you can.:follow mealong, because it'seems that no matter what I talk about at BARC.workshopseletey al-ways wind up as show and tell. Some of the things that I have picked out .to be onthe list may not be some of your favorites, but the list became so long I finallyjust had to cut it down. to don't be too crestfallen if you're in love with a certainvocational book and 'don't find it on the list.

I came across an article in RQ for summer of '73, called "Serving the Job Hunter."It's by DaVid Gerhart, and it!s a very good narrative. It gives a lot of good hints,and it stresses that you're going to have to be awfully good to go to all theAiffer-ent placeS to find resources for.the lob hunter.
I came. to California in 1959 without a job, and so I can speak-tzuthfully abouthow really bad it is to iso4 for job. I think in California it's:particularly bad,because. so many people want. to :live in California, so we always have lots of peoplewithout jobs who are desperately trying to rind one. Librarians can play an importantrole in helpixij them. I didn't have a favorite librarian to go to when I came hereto look for a job. Unfortunately, also-I was a little older, and it gets worse forolder people, fok the handicapped, forweeten, for minorities. So my point today islibrarians can help all of these...people: "

, .

I came across a book called Up Iota, On Organisation. It's by Donald Dible, whois from this caction of the country,.andi think he lives around Santa Clara. Thebook, more or less, goes along with Linda Ramey's talk this morning, because it tellsyou how to go'into business for yourself. It has some good appendixes on places tofind money and checklists to read before you go into business for yourself. t'svery good. I'd like to road a section of it. He says, "Do you live in ,a communityso intellectually impoverished that it doesn't have a library? If that's the. case,and if-your criterion of success is more than mere economic survival, thentheburgyou live in is probably a terrible location in which to open your business. "' In-other words, here is a man who really believes in libraries. It has a really goodbooklist. It'i a shame they're not as up to date as I would like. It costs $24.95.

Comment'

Entrepreneur Press either has or will come out with a cheaper edition than that.

Mr. McNamee

Now, your list is divided int, 4 sections. Librarians meet high school studentsand college students uho are just looking for what they think they would like to do,and that's the first part of this list - when someone comes to you and needs help inplanning for &career.
It would.** very.nice if 17e all had an occupational library, or a place in thelibrary where all of the material that you could gather together that.would.be of useto a job hunter could be placed. Unfortunately, this is not always possible:
The first book ot... you= list is Career Opportunities for Teohnioicos and Speoiat-ists, and it's a Career Opportunities Series. There are 5 volumes. It's $38.50 for
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the 5 volumes, and it's attractively done with photographs, etc. Unfortunately, aswith many of these books, the job situation for librarians is unrealistic. It statesthere will be plenty of jobs in the '70's.
I had to limit my list, so there is no section on the handicapped, or for theaged person, etc.; but I did put on the list a Teenage Guide, and this is one ofBarron's books.
There are government documents galore from the Department of Labor, and inCalifornia, the Department of Human Resources Development, that are career guides.I brought 2 of them: one on food service and one on printing. Here you can find whatyou have to know to be a technician. It showd the career opportunities, the hiringrequirements, what's required of you, etc. It's a good series, and available fromHuman Resources Development in California. Single copies are free. California alsoissues a lot of just general career books and handbooks for all jobs in California.In addition, there are "mini guides." Now, the mini guides are always just thissize. This one is "Waitress Combination Girl." One beautiful thing about this seriesis that there are many of these available in Spanish.
Commercial publishers have whole series of career books - Dutton, Meaner, etc.I brought 3 different ones on medical: this one, Your Future in Medical Technology;Health Service3; Your Future in Wdical Technology. So these, of course, would al-ways be recommended. You know, go to your card catalog and look under "Careerer."Skipping down, there is a 2-volume work on the &cyclopedia of Careers and Voca-tional Guidance. They're big. This is volume 2 on Careers and Occupations, and ifyou'll notice, the other one is called Planning Your Career. This one attempted tolist some of the jobs that were available, which I think is a mistake when you getinto your hard copy book, particularly at this time in the job market, but it's goodreading, and certainly would steer someone away from something that they weren't qual-ified for. It's expensive, as you will notice - $19.95.
Now, we're all familiar with the Dictionary of Occupational Titles and the Oct'pational Outlook Handbook, so we won't go into that.In our documents section, we have a great number of Civil Service Commission'spublications. Up on page 2, you will see a Supplement to the Federal Personnel Man-ual. These Supplements are the job standards for many different kinds of jobs. Ihnvt marked "Plumber." It describes educational requirements, skills and knowledgeneeded and responsibilities.

Electrician, Upholstery, Carpenter, Rigger are othersin this series.

Next is the Price List 33-A, which is a regular government price list, and it'son occupations, and it is free, of course, and it will give you a list of most allof the government publications on occupations.
If you are trying to build up your occupational collection, don't forget theVertical File Index. Its lists 25 career items for the month of May.In addition, a lot of organizations put out their own career materials. Localchambers of commerce often produce job hunting brochures for their communities.Talking about an occupational library, if you're really serious about buildingup'a good one, consult the Department of Human Resources Development of California,Suggestions for Developing an Occupational Library, which lists many of the booksthat we're talking about today, with annotations.
Once your patron has decided on his career, he'll often need information onschools. There is a looseleaf called American Trade Schools Directory, which listsall the trade schools by state, and the beautiful part is that it is kept up to date.

-
So this would, be a good one to have.

The Blue Book of Occupational Education is also good. It's $29.95 unfortunately,but it lists, in addition to state and city order, the curricula for all these schools,what schools are VA. approved, and so forth, how to get financial aid.Now, College by Mai Z This is a list of correspondence courses and collegeswhere you can get them. It is divided by subject areas. Unfortunately, it's a lit-tle bit hard to use, but I do think you should look through this if you have patronscoming in who want to know about correspondence courses,25 22
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Don't forget there are sources other than the print available. There are lots ofrecords being put out - The New Math, Speed Mathematics, Listening In on Purchasing,
and speeches on salesmanship, typing, stenography and business letters. There arefilms. The Extension Media Center at USC has a good selection of films on occupa-tions. Then Bro-Dart, in its Listening Post, lists a lot of cassettes in the fieldsof business and economics, and on how to get jobs, etc.

Now, in your kit is a list of. Civil Service tests that San Francisco PublicLibrary owns. This list is kept up to date and has good subject headings. You maynot own all of these, but I think it would be good if you went through and checkedthe ones that you did own, and keep it at the front desk, and also check in the sub-ject fields where you may be short and order accordingly.
The best book on occupational literature is this Bibliography of Gertrude Forrester.It's also another good list to order from. It has very minute subject headingal'giv-ing prices in every case. She gets down to such things as 100 items, and so forth.It's very good and very up to date.
Now, for your patron who is actually looking for a job, you as librarians shouldhave the addresses and phone numbers and the hours of all the employment offices inthe city - the state, local and federal particularly.
Two useful documents on California are on the fourth page of your list: AreaManpower Review and California Manpower Needs for '75. This latter goofed on libra-rians, since it anticipates an increase to around 22,000 by 1975. The Area Manpower'Review does it by counties in this particular area. You have to have something like

this, whether you can count on it being gospel truth or not.
There is a monthly summary of Civil Service exams given by the State. The fed-eral government issues the same thing that the state does. Current Federal Civil

Service Examinations is small, compact, and can be kept well at the desk. Anotherone is called Best Opportunities for Federal arployment.
Another good government document is Merchandising Your Job Talents. 'This one isparticularly good, because it gives examples of resumes, and also little tips that

the job hunter should know.
Now, want ads, of course, you want to keep for patrons - local want ads. TheSunday New York Times, of course, has national coverage of job opportunities; and thetrade publications cover their particular profession. Aviation Week and Space Tech-nology is one of those that includes employment ads each week. These trade magazines

also announce conventions and meetings that job seekers will want to attend.. Bankingis one that prints a calendar of events of everything in banking.
Now, want ads have another use. If you want to go into a certain field, and youopen up the New York Times, and you see 500 jobs in that field, you know that's apretty good field to go into.
Now, my last page - I know in working at the Business Branch, people would alwayscome in at the last minute, and they would want to know all about the company wherethey had a job interview. The books here will help answer that.
One final idea: The Business Branch at SFPL clips all the San Francisco papersfor information on companies. Envelopes are kept for each company, and in them theywould put everything they could find on the individual corporation. These are verygood, particularly for local companies, where you won't find information in hbody's

Manual, and so forth. In some cases, actually the only place the company was everlisted was in the newspaper.
Now, I'm going to keep this material up here on this desk, and after Peggy fin-

ishes, and after the movie, if you want to look at it, you may come up and do so.

Ms. O'Donnell
Gil has discussed the beginning job seeker, but one area I thought would be

particularly interesting to this group, certainly to me, is the mid-career idea. Itseems to be becoming more and more popular, as we heard this morning, for a variety ofreasons, and in same cases, an absolute necessity. If you were an aerospace engineeron the West Coast a few years ago, chances are you had to find.another job: A frieridof mine took to writing cookbooks. :Vow selling cars back East. He didn't reallyplan ahead. In other cases, people %at tired of what they're doing.
23
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As I. mentioned this morning, informatinu wnrkpre get very tired aftor. 20. years.What I didn't continue on with is that information workers can never stop working.It seems if you're a television producer or a ditch digger, some day you'll be ableto retire and enjoy your leisure, but information workers are compulsively driden towork until death. So if you're in that field, as we all are, this is ahead of youHowever, it is not advisable to stay in a particular profession more than 20 years,so you'll have to find some other way to use your information gathering skills ifyou want to be happy working until death.
I had some-fut, with this, because people would come up with some alternative

ideas for those people who are 35, 40, 45, who want to go on to another career. Insome cases, again, even older than that. If you attended the Older Adult Workshop,you learned that people are being retired earlier at 55, but then often they live tobe 85 or 90, so they almost need a third career. It seemed it was something we hadto look into.

Mr. Bolles, who will be speaking to you tomorrow, has written an excellent bookcalled A Practical Manual for Career Changes; what color is your parachute? He is acounsellor, by the way. He counsels people in career changes, and he analyzes theirtalents, qualities and values and then evaluates them. He also shows them how to dothis for themselves. He has taken librarianship, and he has cone up with 4 or 5alternative careers for those of us who are librarians. I'm sure you'll all rushback tomorrow to find out what they are, but I can't recommend this book enough.It's really fine, and it's paperback, and I think we should have many copies, not onlyfor ourselves; but for our patrons.
as Gil said, there.are really thousands of books on how to get the job and do itbetter or whatever, and so I tried to avoid those, but I did try to pick up on someof the new titles - such titles as Breaking Out of the Job You Don't Like, or How toRetire at 41, which means you just do something else - some new titles that seemed"'good, and they emphasize escaping from what you're doing to do something that you'llfind more rewarding.

Some people take a creative idea and come up with a new career. One woman.with5 children was facing welfare, until she decided to host ladies' luncheons up. anddown the state, and she now has a million dollar business that puts on luncheons for.organizations.
One second career I was most impressed with was reported in Manpower, the U.S.Department of Labor publication. It was a really interesting experiment inieW York.City. A doctor who was responsible for examining firemen and policemen during theirregular careers was really dismayed by the fact that these men would retire at 40/45,having put in their service, and they were ready for their. pensions. They were healthyand were really capable. They were just being let go. Their pensions wouldn't beenough, in many cases/ for them to have a good life, but that was the way it was.Their time for retirement had come. At the same time, the doctor knew how despere4elyregistered nurses were needed, so he spoke to several schools of nursing, and they nowhave-a really fantastic program where retired firemen and policemen are being trainedto be registered nursesi They have a second career, and they seem to be ideallysuited. I know it sounds amazing that these men have no trouble being nurses. Theyhave already proved themselves in a very masculine profession, so they felt able to

.enter a female one. Over 100 men attended the first training course, and they got200 applications. It's a full registered nurse training course, and when the men arethrough there, they are registered nurses then at 45 or so, and they have a 20-yearcareer as a registered nurse. I think it's very innovative, and I hope more of thesetypes of programs will spread. I think what's needed in retraining very often is justa creative look at what we need and what we've got, and ':trying to pull them altogether.The field of librarianship has been mentioned many times today. This is a reportthat ALA commissioned from the u.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, and it will probablybe completely published by the end of this year, but I have some early information,and it's not good. In other words, around 12,000 degrees will be granted'each year,up until 1985, for librarians. There will be a need for 9,000 librarians each year,:up to 1985. Obviously we're going to havelivpurplus growing on the surplus.
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There is a further problem in that they don't know how many people will re-enterthe field. It's well known that there are many women in librarianship, who retire tobring up their families and then go back into librarianship. They have no way offiguring the re-entry rate, so the surplus of librarians maybe much greater.The areas that the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics found that needed librarianswere community outreach, computer specialists and media specialists. So if that'swhere you are, you're fine. If you thought cataloging was for you, you'd better thinkagain. This is just a very brief summary, and there will be more information when it'spublished, but I thought you'd be interested in knowing that it may not only be thatyou want a second career; you may need a second career.
One very innovative book I found for teachers, certainly a related profession,was New Careers for Teachers. It's over 100 non-teaching occupations that require noadditional training, for those teachers who no longer have a job. Teachers are in aparticularly precarious position because of the birth rate drop. Elementary schoolteachers are already in great over-supply. High school and college teachers evidentlywill not be is, over-supply for some years. There are no real studies or projectioni,in most cases; that realistically can or do take into account where a career is going,andthat's another reason why we sometimes have to think in terms of second careers,because that looked good at 20 may suddenly, as in the aerospace industry, at 35 beno career at all. It's not so bad to changes it's just being aware of what's avail-able to help people change.
Gil mentioned the excellent list that we got from Mr. Palley, which I can't praiseenough, because that was the one thing I didn't have, were lists of counselling agents,whether for alternatives or just regular job counsellors in the area who can help.One' of the other things that I came up with when I was reading Work in America,the report I referred to this morning, is a very interesting comment by this taskforce about the trend among young people, in particular, who do their own thing - tostart an underground newspaper, an organic restaurant, a craft business, a body shop -and, you know, why? Well, the reason we always hear via the media is just, "Well,you know, it's just hippies going off and doing anything." The task force took everyclose look at it, and they felt that what the young people are doing is rejectingtheir parents' middle class standards, which have been in the managerial or bureau-ciatic mode, and going back to their grandparents' world. They're beco'J.ng smallentrepreneurs and craftspeople. They want to make objects themselves in the best waythey know how. It's not really a rejection of work; it's a rejection of standards.That's what the revolt is all about. They found no indication at all that young peo-ple were working less. They were just less motivated to work in bureaucracy, 'sci theywere looking for alternatives. So it seemed to me that we should consider too, howcan we help people who want to use these talents? What information should we have?You have in your kits a list called "Sources for Alternatives," and I'm justbriefly going to run through it, because I think most of you would know. WorkingLoose we've heard much about today. The Whole Earth Catalog, of course. People'sYellow Pages nobody can say enough about, and certainly they are very valuable. Onthat, the 3rd edition will definitely be out this fall, much expanded, and coveringa much broader area all the way down the Peninsula, East Bay and North Bay.The Black Bart Brigade was mentioned. They're particularly useful. They have ahouse now in San Francisco where they counsel, particularly people over 40 who wantOla either drop out or change careers. They give courses at Heliotrope and at BlackBart Memorial Center. So that's kind of useful for people who want to talk or getthe information on the changing.

Then I have several things over here - Mother Earth News and Life Styles, whichhelp people who want to go back to the land or perhaps make a living washing windows.Workforce I think most of you know after they did their fine thing on libraries, andyou'll be hearing from the people from Vocations for Social Change tomorrow.Then crafts are popular as an alternative way of making a living, but there'sthe need to sell the craft once you've produced it, if that's how you're going to makeyour living, and there's a very fine booklisPenguin
title, Jane Woods' Selling What.
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You Make. The woman who wrote it was just such a craftsperson, and she learned fromdoing how to market your wares, whatever it is you happen to produce. It's reallYafine book, and it's the only one I know that's quite like this.Another one you may have seen is the Garage Bale Ahnual, which may have confukedyou by the title, because it's not just about garage sales. It's really got lots ofmaterial on running restaurants and antique shops, etc. It describes various alternate businesses. I think it's a very good thing for the marketing aspect.Another big alternative is grants. If yoU want to get a project going, or youwant to set up a study program, how do you get; the money? Well,. .I have 3 titleslisted here. I think many of you may knot, Georgia Mulligan who was with us this morn-ing. She did a very fine bibliography, "Liberating Largesse," and it's availablefrom CLA for $1. She goes into all the ways you keep track of what funds are avail-able,,and librarians, I. think, should know about this. If you. haven't seen it, or ifyour library_doesn't.have a copy, I do recommend that you get one.Bread Caner- again, a paperback from Glide, really fine, on haw to write prOposals,how tq keep track of the business aspect of doing a project, tax structure. It'sreally written in very down-to-earth language. It's very useful to the person whodoesn't know the first thing about getting some money, but has some idea of a project,and they want to put it across. There area lot of different groups,. includingternative groups, who will fund people who.have a good idea which is probably notgoing to make any money. Again, the People's Yellow Pages has a lot on that.This is a new one, the Grantmanship *Center. I don't know how many.of you arefamiliar with this. It's in Los Angeles, and they are strictly in the business ofteaching people how to get money, how to get a grant, how to write a proposal. Theygive workshops and courses. They also keep track of all the funding that's available.They now put out a News. This is the first edition. It's on your list, and it mightbe a good thing to subscribe to.
The next area is Affirmative Action. If things are bad for white males between24 and 54, it's even more difficult for those who belong to a minority group, forwomen, older workers, teenagers and the handicapped. They are what the Monthly LaborReview refers to as the hidden unemployables. When you hear that the unemploymentrate is 5 %, that is not really the unemployment rate. The unemployment rate is neveraccurately given, because they seldom count those people who don't look for jobs -the teenagers, the older worker, the woman who's in the home who could use extra money,but she knows she couldn't get a job, so she doesn't go out to look for one. So ourunemployment rate only covers people who are looking actively for a job. We haveseveral things in your kits on Affirmative Action. As I said, the Civil Service peo7pie really came through with tons of material. So those of you who won't be with ustomorrow, I hope .yoll will look through it ',hen you get back to your libraries. Itdoes explain what equal opportunity means, explains how to do Affirmative Action pro-gramming, what are the legal rights, guidelines, everything that you could possiblythink of; and I think it could be a very useful list of material.
There's one other thing. It really didn't fit in. this part, but I didn't want toforget to bring it to your attention, the Skills in California Labor Report. It does-tell you.exactly what professions people are employed in in the whole state of Calif-.ornia. I think there's about 11,000 librarians.
I'd also like to mention Advocates for Women. They do put out a newsletter.They're based in San Francisco, but they're the only group on the West Coast that'notjust helps women find jobs; they 1.elp them start businesses and get into apprentice-ship programs, because women have not been welcome in these. I wish them lots of luck.Advocates for Women is at 564 Market Street, San Francisco, and they are listed onthat special resource list.
Another important trend is the rearranged work week. Ever since Poor's book ap-peared, 4 Days, 40 Hours, a lot of companies have tried it. At the time of the firstedition of this book, there were perhaps a dozen in the country using the rearrangedwork week. This does not necessarily mean 4 days, 40 hours. It can mean anythingfrom 3 days on/4 days off, to one I found particularly interesting that nurses are
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experimenting with. They seem to love it, but it sounds gruelling. Nurses in thisproject work a 70-hour week, and:they get the next week off. In Other words, you work26 weeks a year, but thoseWeelmirou'work, you work 70 hours.
On your list there is 'another bibliography, the only one I could find in libraryliterature that covers everything that has been written on the subject if you getquestions. In addition, Riha Poor puts out her own Workweek Letter, which is obvi-ously for big business. It's $125 a year, eo I don't think any of you will necessar-ily be getting it for your library, but just in case anyone ever asks, she does do anewsletter, and it keeps up with all developments on the rearranged work week.What about libraries? Are libraries using it? Well, Y searched the literature,and I must say it took me and another librarian 20 minutes to find the proper heading.Librarians have a lot to arwer for. I don't think anyone of the general public wouldever have fcund it. It was under "Hours of Work." I suppose that sounds ordinary,but believe me, it was not under any cross reference from "Work Week" or "Work" or"Time" or anything I could think of - "Jobs," "Positions," whatever: anyway, under"Hours of Work" you will find that LJ particularly is keeping up with libraries. Asa matter of fact, several libraries in the United States and Canada, public and aca-demic, have been trying the plan. They all start out voluntarily.The biggest problem with the zearranged work week is that managers hats :t, be-cause scheduling is a nightmare when you try to have 3 days on/4 days off, 5 days on/5 days oif. So the mauagers are usually the ones who fight it, but when they put itinto effect, the worker usually like it.
The final holdout is the unions. The unions really hate it. They feel it's astep backwards. They fought se long for the e-hour work .'ny. For instance, some ofthe computer companies nee a 12-hour day, 3 days a week, with 4 days off. The lossof the 8-hour day seems to be the it biggest argunent against it.In the library field, I only found one library that gave it up as a total failure,and they were working 3-hour days and one 10-hour day. Even though they had 3 -dayweekends, they missed the tine eith their families. In any case, the whole staff wasagainst it, and they went back to the original plan.
Children's librariane, according to library literature, seem to be opposed to it -net so much opposed to it, but it doesn't fit into their schedule of holding storyhoure or arranging for class visits. Then, of course, there's always the problemof staff meetings with everyone working different schedules.The most suecessful and pro:eably best-known example in libraries is the PalosVerdes Library. They work 3G hours, 4 days, for 40 hours pay. Bill Emerson saysthat's why it works, because you're getting 40 hours pay for 36 hours work. It'sbeen quite successful.
The last thing I ound that seer'rcl relevant to this was a new book. It's onyour list, and We on the 8-day mak. This was a proposal by some man that every-body change over to an 8- e:weak, so that all of us would work 4 days on, and thenwe'd have 4 days off. Thio would be for factories, schools, libraries, everything.I like that one, because it zee= like you'd never have to shut down a library, ifyou could just readjust yonr head to an 8-&' week.
Still, there is defenitely a wowing trend for this kind of thing, and librariesare beginning to get into it. If you're interested in it, keep up with library liter-ature.

Finally, there's flenetime or glide time, depending on what country you're in, andit allows you to work any time, cay, between 6:00 and 6:00. If you have to work 7hours, you could appear any time between G and 6, as long as you get your 7 hours in.That's flexitime. Glide time seems to be a little smoother, in that you only have toput in 4 hours a dey in any day. If you want to put in 12 hours in one day, you can,as long as you put in 4 hours in the center of 4 days.
At BARC we talked about it, trying some form of a rearranged work week, but thereare many drawbacks for us, in that we do a lot of phoning out, contacting businessesand agencies that wouldn't be open Seturday and Sunday. The biggest drawback is thatwe're in Civil Service, and they don't seem to have heard of it yet: but I did take
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a little survey of the staff and found that most people were eager to try just for achange in the work hours. People get tired of usual work patterns.
Many of the trends we are discussing during this workshop will probably be becom-ing more evident in the next few years, and we as librarians should be ready for them.
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AFFIPMATIVE ACTION - WHAT IS IT AND HOW DOES IT WORK?

Mary Alice Kline

Peggy O'Donnell
I think many of us are quite aware of the problems connected with AffirmativeAction, but we thought it would be interesting for you to be able to ask questions ofsomeone who is an authority - Mary Alice Kline, who is with the U.S. Civil ServiceCommission.

Ms. Kline

Thank you; good morning. As Peggy said, my name is Mary Alice Kline, and I'mfrom the U.S. Civil Service Commission, Division of Governmental Personnel Programs.I understand your topic today is new trends in work and employment. My segment isto be "Affirmative Action - %tat Is It and How Does It Work?".
I think, depending on who you asked to coma and talk today, you could have gottena wide variety of responses to that question. As an employer. if I were required tocomply with some of the federal guidelines and to meet some of thf16iety real pressuresand suggestions that are being put forth by community groups and Other federal agen-cies, I might say that it's a pain in the neck, and it really doteriLework anyway.If I were a member of a minority group or a woman who had felt the effebts of pastdiscrimination, I might say that Affirmative Action was a cop-out, and that it workstoo slowly. But, as a representative of a federal compliance agency, I Say that it'sa lot of work; it's worth the effort; and it succeeds in proportion to the effort putinto it.

Affirmative Action doesn't really fit into new trends in emplorment. It's. notnew; it's just received more attention lately. There haVe been some landMark courtdecisions. There has been an increase in lobbying groups on all levels.
I'll give you a quick and dirty definition of Affirmative Actions and that is theopposite of passive nondisCrimination. The concept is that it's not enough.not todiscriminate on the 'basis of race, religion, sex, national origin or political affili-ation. It's that we must take affirmative action to remedy the effects of past dis-criminationt'and provide equal employment opportUnity for all persons.We deal in ry agency with Affirmative Action plans and programs. Not,it's necessary here to define what we mean by those too. An Affirmative Action planor program is a set of specific and result-oriented procedures designed to accomplishequal employment opportunity for all persons.
Basic components of an Affirmative Action plan are, first of all, an identifica-tion of the problem. An agency or a company has to look at its own situation andlocate the problems. For example, they have no women or no minorities at all in. car-tain segments of their employes work force, at certain levels, or in certain typeiof jobs. What would be the cause for this? Is there a real reason in the job thatwould preclude people getting into this field?
Then you decide how you're going to attack the problems that have been identified.Is it an examination problem? Is it a recruitment problem? Is it a minimum qualifica-tion problem?

Sometimes an outside consultant will recommend methods to resolve the problem.For example, a faulty examination =Ay not really be testing requirements for the job,but is, in fact, screening out people for non-job related reasons. A consultant isasked to help build a valid examination, cne that relates directly to the job.A way must be found to evaluate the success of the plan. In other wards, somemethod for evaluating whether Or not the new exam is successful. _If it is,. terrific;it will continue to 1:4* used. If it is not, there must be pratkislonS in the plan forrevision. It all wounds rather cont'lsing, but it's just the old idea - if it doesn'twok, what are we going to try next, and how do we go about doing it? Sore, especi-ally government jurisdictions, are hamperedby Civil Service rules or ordinances thatthey must comply with. Provisions must be made to cope with this.
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Several federal agencies now require both public and private employers to haveAffirmative Action plans. The Office of Federal Contract Compliance, OFCC, of theDepartment of Labor deals with prime and subcontractors that have 50 or more employeesand received $50,000 or more in contract funds. The Law Enforcement Assistance Ad-ministration, LEAH, of the Department of Justice deals with law enforcement agencies.Housing and Urban Development, HUD; Health, Education and Welfare; Department of De-fense; Department 'of Labor Manpower Program - all of these agencies have regulationsthat deal with Affirmative Action, such as, "Affirmative Action will be provided toinsure that equal employment opportunity is available to all."
Now, the Civil Service Commission has the job of monitoring for these, agenciesthe Federal Merit System Standards for Personnel Administration in their grant-aidedprograms, such as Health, Education and Welfare public health prograMs, the Depart7mint of Labor employment security programs, and t'Ae Department of Defense emergencypreParedness. programs. There are several others, like aging, food stamp.programs, etc.The local jurisdiction3 that are receiving funds for these programs must meet theFederal Merit System Standards of Personnel Administration. Those standards includea clause that says, "Equal employment opportunity shall be provided and AffirmativeAction implemented to guarantee.", and so on. The Civil Service Commission, myagency, administers the Federal Merit System Standards.
The Commission has interpreted "Equal employment opportunity shall be provided"to mean that these local jurisdictions will provide written plans, that the Commis-sion can review to see that they meet the necessary standards.
There's a lot of reference material available to help agencies meet the require-ments of an Affirmative Action plan. You'll find some of it in your kits. Unfortun-ately, a lot of jurisdictions don't know that it's available. Federal agencies arereally into this now. I think this is where maybe we can talk about the new trendsin employment as regards Affirmative Action.
Since the Intergovernmental Personnel Act of 1970, the idea has been to promoteintergovernmental cooperation. The Act itself covers several things and has severalobjectives, one of which is to help local jurisdictions strengthen their personneladministration in order to achieve equal employment opportunity. It includes mobil-ity assignments or personnel exchanges, which allow federal state and local employeesand employees of institutions of higher learning to exchange jobs. A local jurisdic-tion can have a federal employee come to work for them. Salary and benefits or timeare worked out between the two organizations. If the federal government says, "OK,X County will accept $1 a year from you, and we'll send Mary Alice over to work foryou for a year," that would be fine.
There have been some really significant mobility assignments. People have goneto work for a local jurisdiction, helping to develop a classification plan; or peoplefrom higher learning institutes have come to the federal government to help them dev-elop training programs - any number of things. The whole tenor is intergovernmentalcooperation.
As it relates to Affirmative Action, the federal government, my office of Inter-governmental Personnel Programs, gives technical assistance to any state or localjurisdi6tion to help them meet any of the criteria required by the standards or bylaw:' most cases, if it's to help comply with the standards, the assistance isfree, and we have some pretty good staff who work for nothing for local jurisdictionswho'are paid by the federal government. If it's a special project, we try to work outa reimbursable technical assistance were the local jurisdiction will pay us a certainamount based on our salary requirements, overhead, and so forth, but it is usuallystill much less expensive than private consulting firms. We're not in the businessof competing with private consulting firms by any means, but sometimes the expertiseof how to comply with federal standards resides in the federal sector; so it sometimeshelps to buy your assistance there.
Anyway, some of the material you have are copies of the Equal Employment Oppor-tunities Act. This is the basis for Affirmative Action and for providing equal..employ-went opportunities. We have the Equal Employment Opportunities Commission Guidelines
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on Sex, Religion, National Origin and Selection Procedure. These are helpful kindsof tools to use in developing an Affirmative Action plan or policy. We have alsoRevised Order 4, which is published under the auspices of the Department of Labor.It's copied from the Federal Register. It's the best outline of what should be con-tained in an Affirmative Action plan and how to develop one that I've seen so far.There's also the little yellow booklet called Guide for Affirmative Action thatwas developed for state and local governments by our Bureau in Washington. This isa very brief document, but it's a eery good reference to have for developing an Affirm-ative Action plan.
We priparily deal, from my office, with state and local jurisdictions. The pri-viste companies have to deal with the Office of Federal Contract Compliance. Inci-dentally, federal employees aren't subject to the Federal Merit System Standards.Anyway, the kit materials all address equal employment opportunity and Affirma-tive Action, and more is available from private sources. There's an organizationcalled the National Civil Service League, a non-profit organization. They havedeveloped a lot of materials.= Affirmative Action and equal employment opportunity.You should also know that projects have been developed from the intergovernmentalF-Jrsonnel Act funds. Maybe I should explain a little bit about haw thede funds aredoled out. .The national office of the Commission gives X number of'dollars to theregion. Our region covers Arizona, Nevada, California, Hawaii, Guam, the PacificTrust Territories and American Samoa. 'These states or territories develop what'scalled a statewide plan; and all the local jurisdictions that are eligible for. fund*send in an application to a Governor's advisory Council on Interpersonnel Programs.The state then decides vhich requests forlunding it will include in the state request.Then the state presents the package to the federal government for funding. So a cityor county can apply directly to the federal government. There are some discretionaryfunds that the federal government can dole out directly, but for the most part, allmoney goes through a state council, located in the governor's office.
Anyway, one such project started in California in 1971. It's called the Californ-ia State Selection Consulting Center, under the authority of the California StatePersonnel Board. Presently it's working on validating examinations for police andfire. positions. This is a big item right now. Their tests have been challengednationwide. Presently San Francisco is under an injunction. They can't hire anyfiremen, because their tests have been enjoined by certain groups. 28 cities wererecently sued by .a congress of minority groups and the National Organization of Womenfor discrimination in police and fire jobs. So the Selection Consulting Center isworking to develop a valid, job-related examination. All kinds of reference materialsare available from the aeency, if you wanted to order them.
This is called the Selection Compliance Compendium. It contains a collectionof all federal and state laws and regulations dealing with fair employment issuesthat apply to California. I'll give you an example of what's included i:a here:the 14th Amendment; the Civil Rights Act of 1886, of 1870, of 1871; the Equal Pay Actof 1963; some executive orders; several of the guidelines that I mentioned that youhave in your kit; some publications from the Department of Labor, from the Office ofFederal Contract Compliance, the EEOC, and from the California Fair Employment Prac-tice Commission and the Department of Justice; some cases in selection compliance;and very valuable index to all this material. If you look up recruitment, it willrefer you to every different place where recruitment is mentioned. This is availablefrom the Selection Consulting Center. It costs $15. The address is the SelectionConsulting Center, 455 Capitol Mall, Suite 250, Sacramento 95814, attention Kathy'Kulla.

The Center is also preparing a Selection Court Case Compendium, which will be acollection of all the oourt,tasen that have related to selection issues, the decisions,and an analysis of these decisions. This will be a really good reference for juris-diction or for companies that are looking for remedies to institute, based on pastcases. It will cost $50 for the initial compendium, and then the Center will keep youupdated every year for a cost of $20. So, while I'm not in the business of sellingthese publications, I think it's worthy to know tbalp they do have this kind of material.
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I'd like to give you a basic idea of what an acceptable Affirmative Action plancontains. The plan should include action, such as training, recruitment, validationof tests, career counselling, other kinds of counselling and service type work. Thismight include provisions for transportation for people who are trying to get fromareas where there is no transportation available to the job market. It may includerevising an employment application. I'm sure a lot of you have filled out employmentapplications, and they've made you very angry because of some of the questions thatare asked, and you see no relation to the job whatsoever. Now, under the federalguidelines of the Equal Employment Opportunities Commission, any question must berelated to the job.
We have just finished writing a handbook for employees and supervisors for a localhousing authority that had no central source of personnel rules and regulations fortheir employees. One of the Affirmative Action items that this jurisdiction decidedU2 develop was an appropriate handbook.
We have helped develop outreach recruiting efforts. We've put local jurisdictionsin touch with community groups, minority organizations, and women's organizations.It's part of our technical assistance to help these people get in touch with eachother so that they can work together to develop a viable plan.All of these activities can be summed up under one general idea, and that's toremove all artificial barriers to employment, and to provide equal employment oppor-tunities for all persons.
OK; does anyone have any kind of question that I might be able to answer?

Question'

What could an individual to if they ran into a bad application?

Ms. Kline
There are guidelines on what are legal and what are illegal questions on employ-ment applications. The Fair Employment Practices Division of California and the EEOChave both published guidelines. If you find a question that you feel is illegal -for example, the EEOC says that consideration of an arrest record in terms of employ-ment is probably illegal. It's still being tested in the courts. So if you find aquestion that you feel is illegal, I would certainly call it to the attention of thecompany and ask, "Why are you using this?", or, "How are you using this? How is itrelated to the job for which I'm applying? If I've been arrested for suspicion ofusing marijuana, is this going to affect my ability to be a library technician ? ", orwhatever it might be. See what the answer is. If you feel that they've dealt un-fairly with you, I think you would want to send the application along with your letterof inquiry to the Fair Employment Practices Commission, pointing out why you feel itis inappropriate.
such question: as, "Have you ever had your wages garnisheed?" - this considera-tion of a past debtor's history is also now probably illegal. It was mentioned in-acase here in California with Lytton Industries, because consideration of a garnish-ment record tends to have an adverse effect on certain ethnic groups who are more aptto have such a history. Unless you can show that it's related to the actual perform-ance of the job, that question is not appropriate to ask or to consider.I object 'When they ask marital status and number and ages of children. How isthat going to affect my ability to be a personnel management specialist? The answerusually is, "Well, women have to stay home and take care of the children," and youjust say, "Well, you know, you're assuming a whole lot." We've manacd in most juris-dictions to get them to remove that kind of a question. I would just start out by ask-ing them how they intend to use the information. Sometimes the answer will be, "Idon't know; that's jurt been on the application for years, and every time we have itprinted up it just gets put right back on there." Often, when it's brought to theattention of the organization, the response is, "Well, we'll get rid of that." Mostof the time they're pretty cooperative.
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Question

Are there any restrictions on the oral interview?

Ms. Kline

There are restrictions in that any test, as defined in the Equal EmploymeftOppor-tunities Commission Guidelines on Selection Procedures - such as an oral interview
must be shown to be valid and job-related. It's very difficult, because orals aredifficult to reconstruct. Many jurisdictions now are taping oral interviews, or givevery structured orals where people on the panels have set questions. They ask noother questions, and each applicant is asked the same questions. Again, if I werefaced with an oral that I felt were improper, I would question the qUestions.

Question

Does your agency have any guidelines on that?

Ms. Kline

We don't have published guidelines on oral examinations, but we try to point outto jurisdictions that they should only use oral interviews or.applications where,thejob requires a facility with language, or presentation, or poise - for eSaMple, lawenforcement jobs. I think we would probably all agree that sommplaOs ability toproject ideas, to persuade or convince is important in a patrolman'ssjob. There anoral interview is an appropriate technique. Now, it should be applied equally.Everybody should be treated the same way by the oral board. Now, a kiyputioh operator,..,
.

who works the night shift at the computer room at the hospital - how much ability todeal with the public, or to present ideas effectively is this individual goingti need?When we do.our personnel management reviews, we question jurisdictions on this type ofthing and try to convince them to eliminate orals wherever possible.In some casese'it has the opposite effect. Say you're hiring somebody for amaintenance' type job, otreetpaintenance, tree trimmer, or landscape gardener. Anability to read id hot required and lust a minimal ability to communicate is needed.So a written examination is not-required. An oral interview is used, and the personns1officer willfill out the application form. So you have cases Where orals are used.that way.

Our guidelines are basically to keep it related to the job. What we really tryto sell is multi -part examinations, so that no final result is totally dependant ona written score or totally dependant on an oral score, but in some combination ofjob-related factors.

Question

What about physical qualifications?

Ps. Kline

They're totally appropriate if they are used on the job. For example, if anindividual is working on a street maintenance crew, the individual who has to do thejob has to be able to shovel. A test of that physical qualification as it directlyrelates to the job is appropriate. If they are not appropriate, they should beeliminated.

We've managed, in a lot of cases, to convince jurisdictions to eliminate heightand weight requirements in police jobs. That's a real hard one, because most lawenforceient agencies are pretty well sold on the necessity for them.* What it requiresis an in-depth job analysis, and that's the responsibility of the personnel agency inthat company or that jurisdiction. In fact, this is another Affirmitiire Action itemthey might put in their plan, a detailed job analysis of such and such positions.People should be out auditing those jobs, visiting the work sites, seeing what theindividuals are doing.
Now, if it's a case of having to lift a 100-pound sack once a month - OK, we wouldsay, "You could get two people to lift it for that one t a month without compromising
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any business interests." If it's something that happens every day, and the weight istypically between 100 and 150 pounds, but most often it falls within the upper range,then you want to test for that, because you don't want to injure people either. Youdon't want to give them jobs which they'ge not able to handle. So there should besome back-up by analysis.

Incidentally, if anyone challenges the job-relatedness of an examination or othertesting device, the responsibility to prove job-relatedness is on the accused. Soif you Went to interview for a job and were told you have to lift 140 pounds, and youknow a little bit about the job, and you challenge in court or by filing a complaint,it would be the agency's responsibility to prove that 140-pound weightlifting was needed.If, after questioning, you felt the question was still unfair, I would contactthe Pair Employment Practices Commission about it.

Question

Why is age not covered in these guidelines?

Ms. Kline

Age is not specifically
covered under the act. The only thing you can use there .is jobwrelatednessagOin. A lot of times the date of birth is asked in order toestablish whether or not an individual is eligible, because many jurisdictions haverules that they cannot hire. anyone who is less than a year away from mandatory retire-sent. We usually ask that they only ask for the information

upon appointment, thatno one be restricted from competing because of their age. Then if there's a legitimatereason not to hire them because of their in-one-year retirement, they can find thatout at:the time they select the person. It seems like a costly thing, but that indi-vidual should not be denied the right to compete.Again, it's unfortunate that the question of age is not covered. There is,within the Wage and Hour Laws of the Department of Labor, some kind of guidelines onage, but I'm not familiar with those, because they don't fall under the standards,and they are sat. mentioned in the EEO Act.
Surprisingly, a lot of the problems we find are not only with hiring older people,but with hiring younger people. Some jurisdictions have an 18-year old minimum age.Their defense is, "Well, we don't want to encourage kids to drop out of school." Weusually tell them that they should be able to work up a better defense than that, be-cause some kids are forced to drop out of school, and yet they're being denied employ-ment for no:leb-related reasons. They're able to do the job at 17 ]/2, but they'renot eligible to be hired.
Some restrictions have recently fallen. The Penal Cade of California, I believe,had a requirement that no one under the age of 21 would be allowed to carry a weaponin the performance of their duties. Now, the age of majority has dropped to 18i thisis being explored further to find out whether or not to revise the Penal Code. Ithink Merced County has a 19-year old.deputy sheriff.

22,soon
What about height reqUiremints?

Ms. Kline

In some jurisdictions there is a minimum height for policemen and firemen. Iteliminates a lot of Orientals; but who fights fires in Tokyo? That's one of the otherprojects of the Selection Consulting Center. When it finishes with the written exam-ination, it will develop the height and weight standards.Los Angeles County did a study on this and found, or said they found, that thoseofficers that were just 5 foot 8, or slightly over, as opposed to the big fellas, hadmore arrest resistances,
officer-needs-help calls, and this kind of thing. But heightand weight standards have not been proven.

Just recently there was a case over in Oakland of a woman who was denied promo-tional opportunities to a sergeant's position because of her height. She said it was
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discrimination against her as a woman, The Board said, "No, there are women who meet
the,heightrequireMents." It didn't consider the question of whether or not the heightrequirement was valid.

Jurisdictions vary greatly. You'll find everything from 5 foot 4, all the wayup to 6 foot 3. One jurisdiction told me the reason they set their standard was be-cause, "We had this really neat class of cadets, see, and the shortest one was 5 foot6, so that's oux-iew standard." Most authorities argue the need for physical presenceon the job, but it's yet to be proven. ,

Ms. O'Donnell

I'm wondering how you handle the recruiting part of the program. How camryoureally be-aware of whether groups are actively or correctly recruiting? It does seemto be a harder thing than watching an exam.

Ms. Kline

We check to see' how the organizationsadvertise open positions. Where do theypost their announcements? Who't on their mailing lists? Are they sending job open-ing ads only to departments of their own organization, or are they sending them out tocommunity groups? Are they getting in touch with veterans organizations?
We've found some interesting techniques in recruitment. Some jurisdictions thathave large Mexican American and Black populations take their announcements out togathering places'in the community,' like supermarkets, churches, etc. Some organiza-tions try to hire minority recruiters to go into the community and literally dragpeople in off the street that theyithink, might be qualified, and tell them how toapply and haw to handle an interview. We ask them direct questions: What areyoudoing? What are the results? We tky to make sure there is a provision in the recruit-ing plan for assessing the result4. Some jurisdictions are putting on the applica-tion, "Where did you hear about this job?", to find out if they're advertising effec--tively.

Question
.

Are you familiar with the Civil Service rule of one cr rule of three? Do ye:Aihave any information on how the rule of three is applied, and whether it's to the ad-vantage or disadvantage of minorities?

Ms. Kline

That's a question also that's rooted in a lot of emotionalism.and a Lot of falseassumptionk. In the federal program that we administer, the standards say that selec-:tion must be from among the most highly qualified eligibles, which means that the eli-gibles must be ranked in relation to one another. Now, a lot of jurisdictions Use A_rule of numbers. San Francisco uses the rule of one. In other words, the top personon the eligible list, the one with the highest test score, gets the job. This wouldbe fine, if the test were absolutely valid. That rule is protected by a lot o labar'organizations. A rule of three selects from among. the top 3 candidates. Againitassumes that the test is reasonably valid. It does give you a little more leeway,.because you have 3 people from which to choose.
It probably works to the disadvantage of minority groups and some women because oflack of educational background. Some jurisdictions use a rule of the list, as it'scalled, which means that everybody on the list is certified, and that the hiring author-ity can hire anybody on the list. This does not meet the standards, because selectionis not from among the most highly qualified.
There have been some interesting innovations in that area. Some cities havedeveloped what they call certification by rank. The top score - 100, 99 and 98 arecertified. Everybody who gets that score is eligible. There is also certificationby rule of the standard deviation of the instrument. This means that everybody inthe first 3 scores is certified. Then, say the instrument had been tested and was
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found to be valid within 2 points, so that someone who received a 96 was essentiallyno different, as far as qualification, from someone who received a 98. So everyonewho got 96 and 95 would be certified too.
Another method is to rank in 3 categories: A) highly qualified, 8) well qualified,and C) qualified - in other words, people meeting the minimum requirements, but whosechance of success is perhaps not as high as the first 2 levels. Everybody in thehighly, qualified group is considered equal for purposes of job placement. The nextgroup is certified when the first group is exhausted.
think the main thing to think about when talking about certification rules isto make it clear to supervisors and employment officials that they have the responsi-bility for the implementation of Affirmative Action plans, and they are to judge peo-ple solely on their qualifications, and that they must justify their reasons for nothiring each person.

Hopefully, test validation will eliminate the discriminatory effect of theserules, because once the test is job-related, then if the individual isn't among thehighly qualified, then you have every right in the world not to select them.The idea is not to choose one minority over another minority, but to choose theperson who is best qualified for the job. If there is a quota, unless it's been im-posed by a court, our feeling is that it violates the Civil Rights Act,..because itdoes not provide equal employment opportunity for all persons.
If the court has imposed quotas because of past discrimination, it states whatthe criteria will be - for example, one black or one minority for every 10 non-minority.In the case of Los Angeles County, I believe, the court order says that minorities,will be hired at the rate of one per two, until the minority make-up of the fire de-partment is equal to' the proportion of minorities in the population. So when thereis a quota order, the method for reaching the quota is set also. If there is noquota system, then any organization that selects on the basis of race or sex is violat-ing the law.

We study the composition of oral panels and make minority or female panel members,or panel members who are subject matter experts a required part of that composition.Hopefully, every panel should be composed of an individual who is well versed in thequalifications of the job, someone who is well versed in the ability to relate tomore than one culture or more than one language. Often it's a good idea to includesomeone bilingual, especially in California a Spanish speaking person, on panels, soif a language difficulty occurs, that person is there to facilitate things. If it'sa panel composed of all white, middle class individuals, but the applicant populationis of diverse cultural background, then the organization has been lax in setting uptheir panel.

Question.

How do you fight it?

Ms. Kline

If you're in the position of working with the people who set up the panels, youdig in your heels and say, "Look, we have a responsibility, and if.anyone aver chal-lenges us, it's going to be up to us to prove that we didn't discriminate. They don'thave to prove that we did; we have to prove that we didn't."
You can also use selective certification on job-related factors, such as language.If you have an opening in a library in a Chinese community, you can ordinarily justifygoing directly to someone with a Chinese language ability on the list and by-pass allothers.

Question,

What is the specific time lag between filing a complaint and action?
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Ms. Kline

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission has a 50,000 case backlog, whichmeans 2 years' wait. I have no defense for that. It's just a fact of life. The
Commission is hiring attorneys as fast as they can whip them out of law school, but
because of the new laws and recent coverage of governmental institutions by the Equal
Employment Opportunity Act, there has been a flood of complaints. In order to do the
investigation, in order to go through conciliation procedures (in other words, tryingto keep the issue out of court and resolve it at a more informal level), each complaintis a time-consuming process.

There have been significant back pay awards recently. So a lot of jurisdictions
are trying to improve, because they don't want to get stuck with a big back pay award.Ordinarily the back pay extends to the time of the discriminatory act, so a lot ofthem are really making efforts to speed Affirmative Action plans through. That's theonly positive thing on that side of the question.

OK, thank you very much. If anyone has any question or wants some more informa-tion, the U.S. Civil Service Commission is at 450 Golden Gate, so feel free to contactus.
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FINDING A SECOND CAREER

Richard Nelson Bolles

Peggy O'Donnell
L

Our next speaker is the author of the book, What Cam Is Your Parachute? I en-joyed the book for 2 reasons - its strong emphasis on mid-career changes, and how todo it; and the fact that Mr. Bolles makes so many references to libraries and how use-ful, they caw-be,to the: job seeker. So I was delighted he was available too .speak tous today.

Mr. Bolles

I've attended most of this conference, because I'm always fascinated by what peo-ple are saying about this whole field. Every time I've ever given a talk on this sub-ject, it usually runs twice as long as the hour that is set. So I am going to be covet-ing the topic quickly. I also resentthe fact that we can't have more dialogue, be-cause this is more useful that just my getting up and dropping a vast amount of infor-mation on top of your heads.
You might want to meditate upon that list up on the blackboard. Those are thestandard types of occupations (I'm going to say a great deal about the un-standardtype) that we predict librarians will go into if they leave librarianship. The oneI left off, because I thought no one in the room would possibly be interested in it,is politician, until someone came up to me and said that that wail one of the alterna7tive occupations they were interested in. That should have been on the list. Youmight try to figure out what is the common denominator, because there is, one. It willbe pointed out at the end of the hour.
Your primary source, if you ever need to know information about this field, is thename that's up there in green. Much of what I'm going to tell you is not written downanywhere. There would be no sense in my being here if I could just hand you it allwritten out. So I'm trying to tell you things that you won't find elsewhere. It isthe one place in America that tries to be a switchboard for all the information aboutthe world of work. Therefore, you will not be surprised to know that Work in Americawas produced by them. It was, in fact, the Upjohn Institute that HEW turned to forthis study. (Upjohn Institute for Employment Research, 1101 17th St., NM., Washing-ton, D.C. 20036)

I think the most useful thLng I can do in the hour is to discuss criteria by whichyou can evaltate how useful matexials in this field may be. All materials on the worldof work today are trying to deal with this basic problem, which Work 151 America is try-ing to deal with also, and that is the fact that life has become almost 3 boxes. Thefirst box is called "Education," and you're in that from 5 until 18 or somewhere up to65. 1.en there's the "World of Work," and you're in that from whenever you get out ofthe f.zst box until you get to "Retirement," which is the third box. (See diagram)

EDUCATION
5 - 18-65

WORK
18-68

65
60
32

251116

RETIREMENT
(Leisure -
"play your-
self to death")

Education is a box, because if you take the 3 segments - work, leisure and learn-ing - you'll notice that during the the that you're in the educational segment of yourlife, it becomes a box to the degree that yob are told, "Don't try to go to work; therewill be time enough for that. Don't spend too much time on leisure. Your functionduring this period of your life is to study, is to learn everything you can." Then
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you go onto the next segment, and in the next segment you're told, "Now you can workyourself to death; please don't spend too much time on leisure, unless it's just torecoup your batteries so you can go back and kill yourself working again. As far aslearning is concerned, a little bit of that is alright, but it's got to be job-related."Then in retirement you're told, "OX, please get out of the labor market; you're block-ing the path. As far as leisure is concerned, now you can play yourself to death."As far as learning - well, it's just beginning to be fashionable to see someone over60 on a college campus or using library facilities just to expand the horizon of hismind.

All the agony about the world of work today and the trend toward mid-career changegrew out of people's protests against these 3 boxes of life. They are saying, "Is itnot pas-Able for us to construct a life for ourselves which blends work, leisure andlearning all our lives, and enables us to go in and out of work, the universal sabbati-cal that was talked about both yesterday and today?" Incidentally; I'm one of the fewpeople who takes that seriously, because I'm going on a sabbatical in October.All material in this field tends to divide into
4 segments, and this is true of life. There are 4
issues that people are wrestling with when they're
talking about the world of work, their jobs, what it
is they're going to do with their life, life plan-
ning, long-range planning, and so forth. Osee dia-gram) I put these in a pyramid, because in some
sense you have to resolve tt problem on one level
before you can go on and resolve the next level.
The level, after what's happening, is survival. The
level after that is meaning, or what is it all about,
and what am I here for? The final level is effectiveness.

The interesting thing that was commented on earlier is that there are a lot ofcountries (and some parts of America) where the whole issue in the world of work ispure survival. These people are tet interested in manuals on the job hunt. They wantto know, "Where can 1 get the bread; where can I get it fast?" The'whole counter cul-ture has not only made survival an issue, but almost a way of life in the sense ofsaying, "Well, if we stay at this level, we can. do a lot of creative things thrt wecan't when we try to get up to here."
The point I'm trying to make is, if you're talking to an individual job hunter,you need to be listening hard to whether s/he is thinking about what's happening inlife today, the first level in the whole question of work, orris the issue survival -"How can I just get work; or how can I make subsistence a way of life?" - or is theissue, "I'm trying to find more meaning for my life," or is it, "I really know whatI'm about, but I don't have any way: to measure how effective I'm being." These arethe things you should be listening for.
Now, what is it, or how large is this job seeking clientele? The statistics thatauthorities trust the most show that the average person hunts for a job in America onceevery 3 yeari.. Now, you know how many professionals stay in their field for a longtime, so you have to balance that out against other people who change jobs every 2months. The U.S. Employment Service did a placement survey in the Bay Area and dis-covered that of the few people that had placed in jobs, 57% of these people were notin that job one month later. Now, that says something about the placement of the U.S.Employment Service, but it also says something about what's happening with work in Amer-ica today. There are 4+ million people that the government will admit are unemployed inany given month. You can be sure that that figure has to be multiplied probably by 3,so there are closer to 12 million people unemployed right now.The statistics on unemployment put out each month by the government is a pOrelypolitical figure. 53,500 households are questioned according to a very careful sampl-ing technique. People are classified as workers or non-workers, according to the cri-teria the government has established. For example, if you have any remuneration what-soever, even for one hour of work, and you're collecting $2 a week, yOu are employed.
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If you're getting a little discouraged, you haven't looked for work in the past 4or 6 weeks, you have dropped out of the is or force and won't be counted. So anybodywho knows anything about the unemployment ;1'..atistics can tell you confidently thatthere are at least 3 times as many people uncImployed as the government will admit. .Four out of five people change careers during their lifetime, so if you're sittinghere thinking dark thoughts about your own vocation, you are in a large majority. Thesepeople, by and large, are not going to come into the library, because it doesn't even
.occur to them that there are any resources that can help them. Most people fall intothe job hunt and learn later. Some turn to experts. There are a lot of people whothink they are experts in this field, because. they have practiced it badly for so long.I use a parable often in speaking cn thiS subject, a parable of 2 people drivingdown Post Street. They see a green light ahead. The driver of the first car. says tohimself, "I'll bet that light is going to stay green long enough forme to get acrossthat intersection." So he steps on the pedal a little bit and zooms across the inter-section, just as it changes to red behind him, and he says, "Ahal I was right." Thedriver of the second car says, "I think that 1.4,..ght is going to change.to red beforeget there," and, of cott.se, takes his foot Off the gas pedal and starts gently to pumphis brake, and. the light turns to red, and he says, "Ahal I was right." That's what'shappened to most of Cle experts in this field. They have ample data:for what,it istharthey believe, but the trouble is, their preconceptions have corrupted their data.SO you've got to be an expert yourself and not rely on anyone else.,,

You as a librarian ought to know a great deal about. this field, not only becauseit may affect your cwn plans for your oun future, but because there. is.so much mis-information about this fieldp.and you as an information specialist should certainlybe able to help straighten people out.
All materials in this fi4d.c4n be classified into 2 areas. They're either deal-

,

ing with systemic approacheS to the problems of the job hunt and career change, orthey're dealing with how do you approach the individual. You've.heard 2 classic ex-amples of the systemic approach;
this morning, first Work in America which recommendsthat business and indUstry should go about restructuring jobs in a way that the workerswill achieve job satisfaction, and the Civil Service Commission's attempts in this area.I'm always amused when I hear from our bureaucracy, because the people there are verygood - willed, but they do not understand that the systemic resistances to change areso vast and so entrenched that it's almost impossible to get at them.

If you look at materials on the job hunt or career change, ask yourself first ofall "Are these materials proposing a systemic change?" There is a need for thosematerials. As I said, Work in America would be your classic on that, and there are anumber of others. 0~, "Do these materials deal with bow you can help a person go aboutthe job hunt?"

Those materials, in turn, break .'.own into 2 basic categories. If we're talking.first of all about the job htant, there are 2 basic families of books. The first dealswith what I call the numbers game. This is bared on a whole employment system withwhich everyone in this room is totally familiar. Thn numbers game depends upon clas-sified ads. It eals also with private employment agencies. Books that &al with ads,agencies, retraining and usinci.personnol departments are in this category. Books thatdiscuss clearinghouses, riliasters and resumes are in that field. These books are allbased oh the concept th. at.1)there are only 2 ways to get a job - by having credentials
or by haVing experience." The:,:e is a third way of getting a job. The third covers :thejob hunter who sees herself as .a researcher. You may perceive why this is a naturalfor librarians.

,There :are a nuMbei Of reasons uhy I'm not terribly fond of books on jeb,huntingstrategies. The firSt'and primary reason is, it doesn't work. According to everystudy; thehe Mothad never produce jobs for more than 20% of the people who, use them,and thd statistic may.-go dOwn to 5% or 4%. People who follow this system sometimesend up with a jobp'but the greatest danger is that they wind up underemployed. Atleast 80% of the'Aople in our '.onntry are supposed to be. underemployed. People whoPut their complete trust either in a systemic change and Ityaiting,for it, or people
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who put their trust completely in the job hunting techniques are going to have trouble,
particularly if they're trying to change careers. Since it's credentials and experi-
ence that get you a job in this system if you're trying to change careers, either you're
going to have to go back to college and get all the credentials you need, or you have tobe able to allege experience. So the traditional job hunting system works very poorly
at best for mid-career changers.

I'll just deal with resumes for a moment, since we all know and love that method.
The theory of resumes is that if you send out 100, you'll get one to two invitations
to come in for an interview. Sometimes people send out 700 or 800 resumes without
getting one invitation to come in for an interview. Then they think something's wrong
with them, because they've been told this system works.

A major problem with traditional job hunting methods is that, though there are
2 million jab vacancies somewhere in the U.S. in any given month, 80% of them are not
advertised anywhere, and this whole system depends upon their being advertised. Con-
sequently, this whole system is just dealing with part of the job market that adver-
tises. The problem is, how do you deal with the rest of it? Good news: There is a
way, and tailor made for librarians. It also works very well for the rest of the
country.

All books on the job hunt and on mid - career change things can be divided into 2
basic types. The second type of job hunting strategies, and therefore, of mid-career
change strategies, urges the individual to become a researcher. It started from a very
'simple premise. Upjohn Institute produced the only book in the country on this type
of job hunt process, until I wrote mine, called The Job Bunt. Now, what they did was
study blue collar workers in a manufacturing town. They asked the question, "What
follow-up have you done with these people?" You see, the brilliant thing about the
people who use this first strategy of job hunting techniques or write books about that
subject is they will rarely mention follow-up, because they don't dare look at what
happened to the people. We have done follow-up with this second method. In fact, we
found one agency that has practiced this method for 13 years and has a complete file
on what has happened to every single person they've handled. The method worked 86% of
the time. This method proved that a face-to-face interview between employer and poten-
tial employee was the best way of getting a job. This second method was devised by a
creative minority. Different people around the country - from Austin, Texas; McLean,
Virginia; Washington, D.C. - all seem to hit on this method about the same time, around
1960. They decided that job hunters should be told to do a lot of homework about them-
selves, and about the employer before this face-to-face meeting took place. And that's
the whole method in a nutshell.

Now, it has 3 parts to it. First, you must know what you want to do. The idea of
hanging loose and sort of seeing what's going on, and "I'll take what's available," is
a very bad strategy. You must know what you want to do. Then you must know where you
want to do it. Finally, you must identify the person who has the power to hire for
the job you want and show her how your skills can help her with her problems. Or, as
John Kennedy said, "The trouble with so much job hunting is that people go in asking
what the organisation can do for them" - like, "What kind of a vacation schedule do
you have?" - instead of telling what they can do for the organisation. This method
works, because it's based on intelligent self-interest on the part of both the job
hunter and the employer. I have any number of stories I could tell you. I've rationed
myself to three.

One is of a young man, 22 years old, who noticed that the County Mental Health
Association in one of the counties of Virginia was opening up a store front Mental
Health Association. So he decided to apply for a job. He went to the personnel depart-
ment, which, as I said earlier today, is a no-no, and he applied for the job. Well,
you know the questions he was asked: "What credentials do you have? Do you have a
masters in social work? What experience have you had in doing this sort of thing?"
He was turned down out of hand. Than he tried the second method of job hunting that I
described to you, and he went back. Now he knew enough to stay away from the Personnel
Department. He went up to see the president of the County Mental Health Association.
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He got past the secretary by telling her the most devastating of all things that asecretary can hear. He said, "I have made a thorough study of your organization, and
I have found a problem that is going to kill your rapport with the whole county unless
I tell your president about it." This is a true story. He got in. The head of the
County Mental Health Association asked what Mild of study he had done, and he told him,
"I've gone around to talk to people; I've read your annual report. Your problem is that
you deal with people with drug addiction problems, but most of your services to the
16-24 set insist they be a problem first. In fact, if they want some attention from
you which they're not getting from their family or elsewhere, you almost demand that
they become a problem before you are willing to deal with them. What I would recommend
is that you'take one of those new store fronts that you're about to open up and make
it a facility run by the young people, and let it be a place that says the County Men-tal Health Association cares about us, regardless of whether we have problems or not."
The president said, "That's an excellent suggestion; let me think about it." He calledhim up 2 days later, and he said, "Would you be willing to run such a place for us?"
So he was hired for the very job the personnel department had turned him down for.

I can tell you quite a few stories like this. If you know what you want to' do,if you know where you want to do it, and if you identify the person who has the powerto hire and can interpret yet= skills in terms of his problem, this method works
fantastically well.

Another young man decided that his soceat interest was the environment. . He worked
through the steps I outlined today. New he is the head of the Goveonment Lnvironmental
Council for the State of Virainie, which is a motel state facility that's really work-
ing to clean up the environment oz a systemic approach. He got this job as head of
the whole Environmental Council only 4 years after he left college.

A clergyman who used this method had never in his life worked for a railroad,
but railroads were his great fascination. He had studied them since he was Syears
old. He read every railroad magazine that had ever been published. He decided he
really wanted to do something about the railroads in this country. So, having no ex-
perience whatsoever, he wrote down what he thought was wrong with railroads in this
country. As a result, 2 railroad companies invited him to come and give a talk. Fin-
ally, every major railroad in the country asked him to come and make his presentation,
and he is today a cons'iltant to the railroad, though he had never worked for the rail-
road in his life. Now, if he had used the first job hunting method, you see, he would
have been torpedoed before he even got off the ground, because they would have asked
him what experience he had or what credentials he had, and he would have died an early
death in the interviewing room. The reason it worked so well was that he had given it
some thought. It was his enthusiasm. He knew what he wanted to do. It wasn't that
hard to identify the organization that needed his help, and it wasn't that hard to
show them how his skills could help Cleo with their problem.

Among materials on this jcb huntino process, a good one is Go Hire Yourself an
Employer by Richard Irish, which is relatively ne;. There is no limit t- what you
can do with this method. I have never heard anyone describe a career or an occupation
that he wanted to do, that if he sat down and carefully worked it through this method,
that he didn't wind up getting the job. The more you define what it.is you want to
do, the easier it is to find the job. She vaguer you are, the harder it is to find a
job.

Here are the 2 eellion jobs in America. Now, you can use a scattergun'technique
to try t, hit all of those, and that's uhy the resume was invented. But suppose you
narrow it down. How? Well, first cf all, you can decide on the geographical area
where you want to work. That crosses out a lot of other places that you don't need to
investigate. Now, then you have to decide which type of organizations within that geo-
graphical area you would like to work in. Then you have to decide more particularlywhat kind of ambiance or environment you want that orgnaization to have. That narrowsit down further. In other words, the more that you can use your own personal value
system, your own personal interests to narrow down the places where you want to work,
the less places you have to research. You can then concentrate your research on those
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particular places. Incidentally, if you ever research a particular place, and youdon't know who has the power to hire for the job you would be interested in, always goto the top, because he can refer you on down, if necessary. If you start too far downon the totem pole, you will rarely be referred up.
How do you research a company? Well, one man wanted to work for a soap manufac-turing company where he could do work he was trained for, and where he could also havea company airplane to fly, because he was a part-time pilot. Well, it isn't that hardto research how many places in San Francisco make soap and have a company airplane.You can just start with the airport, or you could start with a list of the soap compan-ies, but it isn't that hard. He narrowed it down to 3 possible places. Then he re.,searched them very thoroughly, using all the business materials that you are wellaware of, I'm sure. I have a list of some of these resources in Chapter 6 in my book.I have mentioned librarians very favorably many times in my book, because I think youare the key to helping a lot of people through this process. As the second methodologyof job hunting becomes better known in this country, you'll find more and more peopleturning to you and asking, "How do I research an organization?"
Every job in our society is an answer to some need in society. You may thinkthere aren't enough widgets in society, or you may think there isn't enough informa-tion. You may find there is a social need that needs to be dealt with. You may wantto practice a craft. Every job answers a need, and the problem is to find someone whoagrees with you and is willing to help pay to see that that need is met.
Nowf.how do you develop the stills you need? Skills, you seep really have 3 basiclevels. When you first start to learn a skill, it is hard, and it looks hard. We'veall been in restaurants wher, it's obvious that the young girl or man is brand new..They're fumbling all 017^T the place trying to do their work. The second stage ofskill learning occurs when you still think it's hard, but people are beginning to con-gratulate you on how easy it looks. The third stage arrives when you feel like you'vebeen practicing this skill all your life. It looks easy; it feels easy.
Literature in this fieli tends to concentrate on talent rather than skills, buttalents never go through this process, since you are born with them. A talent is some-thing you have always been able to do well. The trouble is, most of us have had nofeedback about our talents. We assume if it's easy for us, it must be easy for every-one. It doesn't even occur to us that it's a talent. When we work with people onthe job process I've described, we find again and again the things that they do thebest and enjoy the most are the hardest things for them to articulate. They aren'tCLASCiOUS of these talents, because they have always been able to do them well. Theyhave no memory of working through the skills level.
There is a simple process that can help pinpoint your talents. You sit down, andyou write a diary of your life. Let's call it an autobiography. The autobiographyis double spaced, and is at least 100 pages long. Now, it's work, people. If youdon't want to work, you deserve the job vou get. The purpose of this diary is to helpyou discover your talents. It works only 4. you eJ it in this detail. The testingthat we send people over to TX Berkeley ::or is very expert within the parameters set,but testing cannot, by its v'ry nature, replace this deep kind of intensive self-searching. This is something the ineividuals must do for themselves. Write an auto-biographical description of everything you've ever cone in the world of work, and whenyou come to parts of a job that you have really enjoyed, wax elegant. Go on for pages,if you need to, so that the length of time that you spend on your different things inthe world of work is commensurate with the amount of enthusiasm you feel for it.You're looking for your accomplishments. These are the activities and accomplish-ments that mean the most to you - things that gave you a sense of satisfaction, evenif no one else realized it. mat's why I. say leave the double space, so you can goback and add activities in the spaces between the lines. When you've finished yourautobiography, go back over it and ask, "What skills was I using on this job?" Thereis no good book on skills available, but I hope there will be by the end of the year.HEW has funded me to produce one.
I'm a clergyean, and I'm paid by 10 deonominations to help people with their careerdevelopment in 9 Western states. I'm not supposed to be writing books. I'm supposed
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to be leading workshops and conferences for any group in the country that wants to
call upon us for help. We work with the State Department, HEW, the Institute of Elec-
tronics and Electrical Engineers, and many social change organizations around the
country, but I get so frustrated with the lack of material. The opening line in
God's Own Junkyard describes my feelings: "This book wasn't written in anger. It
was written in seething fury." That's the way I feel about the whole job hunting sys-
tem in our country. I think it needs to be challenged and overturned, because it's sobad.

Now I come to my final point, which is about jobs as people environment. Typolo-gies are to be resisted, because typologies do not take into consideration the unique-
ness of each individual, but if you're going to change careers, the first thing you
want to decide is, "What is it that I want to do?" You have to decide what it 4s that
you can do and do well, and enjoy doing. That is the whole purpose of the diary.
Then you have to decide what your primary organizational targets are. That is to say,what is it that you want to set your skills to helping with. Since you have skills
that are completely transferrable, you do not need to,lo back to college to get new ones.
Credentials and experience are the things invented by the system to keep people from'
doing the things they most enjoy' doing.

A brilliant man named John Holland came up with a typology that helps you put your
skills to use in the best place. Ee was the most quoted vocational theorist in the
country last year, judging by the number of footnotes in other people's papers that
refer back to him. He said, "Everything is a people environment." Everybody works
with people, but the question is,. what kind of people do you want to be surrounded by?
He came up with G:typologies.. 'Mee list on next page] I asked him how he invented
these typologies, and he said, "I used to be an interviewer for the Veterans Adminis
tration, and I found my pencil running down the page ahead of the interviewee. After
awhile I found I .could predict his answers to certain things. Why would I know, when
I was dealing with a man' of a certain profession, when I asked him his hobbies, he'd
say hunting and fishing?" He said, "But I got so that I did know that, and I began
to ask myself why."

Out of his researches came these 6 typologies, none of which are pure. If you
think typologies might be a useful way of beginning to think about the problem, I'll
describe it. The first type is what he calls "realistic," people who deal primarily
with inanimate objects or animals. They prefer a vocation that allows them to work
with these. The second type, "investigative," are people who like to think and analyze
problems. "Artistic" are people whose competency is in working with the aMbiguousand unstructured - art, music, writing, acting and such like. The fourth type he
calls "social." These are people rho like to be with people, like to be helping people
in kinds of peer relationships. Five is "enterprising ". - people who like to work with
people, but more to persuade them and manipulate them for various ends. The sixth type
is "conventional," people who love to work with data, arranging and organizing. it.

Nov,- very rarely does any person develop just one of these sets of competencies.
Most of us have developed 2, 3 or 4. But Holland says you can describe people in terms
of their primary competencies. From this you can describe the environment in which
theyiprefer to be, because it turns out, to nobody's surprise, that if you have cer-
tain competencies, you prefer to be surrounded by people whose interests lie in the
same general sphere.

I know a clergyman, for example, whose people environment is SAS. That is to say,
he's very socially minded, likes to be with peers, very artistic (this is the writing
component, preaching and so on), and investigative (this is the analytical, the counsel-
ing component, the theological component and so on). Now, if such a clergyman with
these. competencies, gets in an engineering congregation where people are basically
REC - that is to say, people who basically like to work with objects for the good of
the organization by putting data into different piles, he will be very unhappy in his
people environment.

A lot of job dissatisfaction is related to the people environment you're in versus
the,peopleenvironmentyouwouldprefertobein.Theclue to this list (see next page]
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is the people environment. You can predict other occupations that would be suitablefor you as librarians by determining your people environments and looking into otherprofessions in this environment. You need to know the kind of people you'd like towork with, and how that environment relates to your competencies and skills.The librarian's code is not too surprisingly SAX, which happens to be why I enjoybeing with you people, because that's also the code for the clergyman, in differentorder, but as you can see, each group has professions that fall into that environment.So if you are considering a change, decide which is your environment.

John Holland, of Johns Hopkins, the "father" of this concept, distinguishessix basic people- environments:
(1) Realistic-type peoplelwho prefer to work with objects, tools, machinesor animals. (R) for short.
(2) Investigative-type people: who prefer creative investigation of physical,.biological or cultural phenomena.

(1)(3) Artistic-type people: who prefer free, embiguoui,
unsystematized activ-Ities. (A)

(4) Social-type people: who prefer activitiet.'with other people that involveinforming, training, developing, curing or enlightening. (S).(5) Enterprising-type people: who prefer activities that_entall the manipu7,lotion of others to attain organization goals or iconOmic gain.. (14.(6) Conventional-type people: who prefer activities that involve the sys-.tematic manipulation-of data. (C)

Holland says most jobs can be described in terms of three types of Peo--ple, or three-people-environments. (Few jobs are so "pure" that the doersthereof are. surrounded by only one kind of people.)
The Holland. "code" (or people-environment) for librarians Is (typically)SAI - which is to say; librarians are themselves social, artistic and invev!tigative - and prefer to be surrounded by those three people-environments.If and when people change careers, it is argued that they tend:to lookfor the same people-environment, though perhaps in a different order ofpri-ority. For librarians, such suggestions would-be as follows:SAI e.g.. elementary teacher, speech and hearing clinician, etc.SIA e.g. social scientist, rehab counselor, group workerASI - e.g. art teacher, musician, literature teacherAIS - writer, editor, radio program writer, critic, reviewerISA - e.g. psychologist
LAS - e.g. economist

.Whatever you do about career change, I hope you will get this book by Holland.It's called Making Vocational Choices. He not only has a description of the peopleenvironments, but a test in the back of the book by which people can find out what arethe people environments they prefer. It's a very good book, published by Prentice-Hall, and it's $4.95..
There is a pamphlet that describes the 2 basic job hunting strategies called "TakeHeart." It is available from Forward Movement Publications, 412 Sycamore Street,Cincinnati, Ohio 45202. The pamphlet is 15C.
The list I prepared for you on career changes for librarians can be used on thejob: . If you're working with a high school student who says, "I think I'd like. to be alibrarian, what else might I like to be?", this list is a very useful device, 'becauseit describes some of the alternatives that will provide the same kind of people environ-ment. It's the people that we're workitig with that determine how much we like the job.The work we do is also important, but I've already talked to you about how you begin toidentify what that is. '
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PEOPLE WORKING FULL TIME FOR SOCIAL. CHANGE

Carlie Numi and Paul Bernstein

Peggy O'Donnell
I think many of you know Vocations for Social Change. If you didn't know it be-fore, you certainly heard about it when their issue on libraries came out. I thinkit's really a fine issue. It's going to be reprinted, because there have been so manyrequests for that issue on libraries. Their magazine, Workforce, has certainly beenimportant to us in BABC. Actually, VSC started about the same time UDC did. Work-force has been a real help to us in reference, Synergy, and in planning workshops. Ithelped us find groups of people who were into alternatives and involved in some kindof social change. I found it very useful. Paul and Carlie are here to tell us aboutVocations for Social Change and Workforce.

Mr. Bernstein
What we'd like to talk about today is work. Approximately 1/3 of our daily timeis spent working. We'd like to talk about how that time could be used as a force forsocial change. That's what we've been about for 6 years.
We started as a project of a few people who wanted to get out information on waysof working full time for social change. It started back in 1967, when the peace move-ment was in its peak. There were very few opportunities for people to work full timein the peace movement, and receive even subsistence compensation for it. So VSCstarted as a job sheet essentially, publicizing opportunities open to people who wantedto work full time,for social change in organizations that could offer a certain amountof subsistence pay.
As time went on, it became pretty apparent that there weren't enough social changeorganizations to employ people who wanted to work for them. So the emphasis shiftedto groups and people interested in starting new projects. Workforce at that time wascalled Vocations for Social Change. It started carrying information about groups whowere doing social change full time that were willing to help other people get similarprojects started in their own communities.
Our resource section listed 300 social action groups and individuals. Though themagazine continued to carry job information, these have decreased over the years, andthe resource section has grown.
In 1971, we started our article section to somehow stimulate people to organizefor social change. These articles describe how other groups started their projects. 2think we feel it is our most important section now.
Every issue has a different thme. Our latest is on research. It describes howresearch is used as an organizing tool in the community to promote social change. Thenext issue is on youth liberation, and it will cover ways in which young people areorganizing to change discriminatory laws, to change their school systems and alterna-tives, such as help centers and half-way houses. We plan an article on a youth alter-native system that is trying to get at the roots of young people's problems, ratherthan just deal with the synptoms.
What we try to, do in every issue is get articles that will explain how to startprojects, how to get funding, with information on the personal hassles that occur insetting up these projects - really good how-to-do-it information.
That covers the history of the magazine. Besides collecting information for themagazine, we travel around the country and speak a lot on campuses. We hold communitymeetings. We try to get people interested in working full time for social change. Wealso answer a lot of mail. Because we are a national clearinghouse and publicized assuch, people write to us from all over the country saying, "Please help me find mysocial change job," We respond by asking whati7a person is doing at his or her presentjob. Does he want to stay in that field? What possibilities does she see in implement-ing social change in that field? If, by chance, we've done an issue on that area,well send it and try to refer the person to resources that we know in that field thatcan help in the search. 49
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We plan to do job counselling at our new store front. We used to be in Canyon,which is a semi-rural community east of the Oakland Hills. Now we're in Oakland.We're in a store front Office which we're sharing with a group called People's Energy,which is a local resource information center for the East Bay. We're hoping to developdrop-in counselling and community workshops on organizing for change in your communityand at your job.

Ms. Numi

UsUally we talk to much smaller groups, and we try to have discussions. So Iwould like to get questions from the floor, so I'll be sure te.) talk about things you'reinterested in.

Question

How are you funded?

Mr. Bernstein
We subsist entirely on donations from Workforce. We manage to raise about $35,000a year through distribution of Workforce nationally. At this time our staff is in flux,but this has SUppOrted up to 10 people:in.a

living/working situation. We are now employ-ing distribution methods. We are trying to get more subscriptions from libraries.When We'Startedebecause we were a non-profit educational organization, we thoughtwe could not charge a specific price for our publication. So when a library, for,eioample, found out about us and wrote in, we'd say, "Well, we'd appreciate a donation of$10 a year," and we'd get letters back saying, "We don't understand 'appreciate dona-tions;' need a subscription price.". So we started to say, "We need a subscriptionprice' of $10 a year." Now we have about 700 subscriptions from libraries, counsellingcenters'and job placement offices at universities. Probably about 1/4 of our mailinglist is institutions that support us regularly. We also ask for donations from groups.
Ms. O'Donnell

Do you have any government funding or private funding?

Mr. Bernstein
No. We've never gone that route. It was started by sort of graseroot individualswho had some money. We've tried to avoid government funding because of all the hasslesinvolved. So far, we have not had to turn to that as a possibility, and we have noplans to do so.

Question
How much is your fee for speaking to groups?

Mr. Bernstein
Well, we get honorariums of anywhere from $50 to $100. We do not have any set fee,but that's what we suggest as a donation, if possible.

Ms. Numi'

It depends ,on transportation and travel costs. We're also flexible in terms ofsubscriptions td:Workforce. If somebody writes to us and says, "I don't have any money,"such as prisoners and G.I.'s, we will put them on the free mailing list.

Question.

Has ti re been a decrease in social change jobs?

Mr. Bernstein
The alternative joblmarket-has declined - free schools, free clinics, food coopera-tives, underground papers. There was more money available in the late 60's. Projectsgot started through grants, through street sales. There's also been a change in thev



attitudes of a lot of people involved in social change. The alternative institution
is not looked upon as the be all/end all any more. It's the consensus of the peoplewe talk to at the office that there's only so far you can go as an alternative institu-
tion, because you're still in society. You're still dependant upon society for goodsand services. You'll have to face up to that reality. You can only be an alternativeup to a certain point.

NoW we're trying to address ourselves to the work place and the people involvedin the day-to-day mainstream jobs, who want to do something to change their job situa-tion, gain a little more control to promote change. Our idea is to rerorient priorities
within the working situation so that the workers have a say in what's produced, say,at a factory, or so the librarians have a say in how the library is run. For examplesin the library issue we did an article on control of libraries, but we also had an arti-cle On alternative libraries.

Ms. Numi

We also discovered that finding an alternative is an option that isn't open tovery many people. That's another reason for addressing ourselves to things that shouldreach a larger portion of society.

Question

You've probably used a lot of public libraries. At least, I hope you.have. Asidefrom pushing Workforce, what do you think the public libraries could do to help peoplebe-aware that there are alternatives, or that alternatives may be available if they'rejust willing to go and look for them?

Ms. Numi

That is one of the things we talked about in that issue of the magazine. Thefirst thing that comes to my mind, of course, is subscribing to a wider variety of
materials that publicize that kind of thing.

Mr. Bernstein

One of the articles is titled "Liberated Librarians," based on material from lipbrarians who had set up alternative resoruce libraries. For example, at Brooklyn Col-lege a group of librarians got together with the support of library students and someadministrators, set up' an alternative library. It carried resource material similarto what we have in our store front in Oakland, including all the literature that'slisted in the'resource section of Workforce. Other librarians have set up vest pocketlibraries in their communities outside of the library structure, in neighborhood centers.We also did an article on library unions and the whole idea of bringing the library
more in contact with the community. Libraries have always been regarded as institutionsfor the intellectuals. It's been a mystifying institution for a lot of people. Nowlibrarians are beginning to open up their resources to more of the community by puttingposters up about what the library does and going beyond the normal information channels.Itrs amazing-the type of response that is gained from the community. it's got to be

.an advocacy approach from your position as librarians. If you're going to get more .people in your community interested, you're going to have to go out and talk with
the community about what your resoruces are, and you're going to have to provide what
the community wants.

Ms. O'Donnell
Do you find that there are some professions that are more into social change thanothers?

Mr. Bernstein
We found that in every profession, every job possibility, every occupation, thereis some change going on. There are people who are disgruntled, who want to try tochannel their energia6 their anger and their friastratiopelith the institution - intosomething constructive. c)11.49
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We investigate about 3 or 4 months in advance of an issue. We try to do ourissues on topics that we think are really important to publicize, topics that peopledon't know too much about, movements within the legal profession, the medical profes-sion, particularly the whole new idea of paramedical and paralegal workers that's be-ginning to take hold. These are perhaps the most active people within those movements.Issues coming up - youth liberation is going to press now. Then we're going to doone on the elderly, because it is an incredibly neglected area, and it's amazing howmuch good, really grassroots activism is going on - groups such as the Gray Panthers.We'll explore the kind of organizing that is being done by elderly people to deal withthe basic survival issues.
We're going to be doing an issue on blue collar workers in January and February,which will cover on-the-line job alienation within the factories and the building andconstruction trades. Some of these workers are organizing for social change, dealingbasically with environmental problems. Blue collar workers are paid fairly well atthis point, so the main issue is no longer wages and benefits. The main issues areworking conditions and environmental health hazards. I don't know how many of you wereaware of the strike against Shell Oil this year. That was not a wage strike. Thatwas an environmental health strike, the fact that Shell Oil would not tell the workerswhat kinds of powerful chemicals were being used in the plant. They would not letworkers monitor the amounts of chemicals La the atmosphere within the working situa-tion. There's a tremendous amount of hazardous material that goes into petroleum re-fining, so the strike was a 6-months' strike for that issue. It was probably thefirst successful environmental strike in the country.

Ms. Numi

I think that to successfully organize around an issue, the grievance has to bereal, and it has to speak to most of the people oho are involved; but there are char-ismatic leaders, and you definitely have to have someone to verbalize it, to articulateit. Where would the Farm Workers be without Ceasar Chavez? I think in some cases the
situation probably pushes someone to the fore who is able to articulate it, and ifthat particular person didn't exist, someone else would be there to do it.

Mr. Bernstein.

When I first came on the staff of VSC, we were still pretty much talking aboutalternatives, and nowwe're directing our information much more to everyday workingpeople. Alternatives were pretty much for college students who had that mobility andfelt no need for job security. The average working person is very concerned about
bills, etc. Still, I think there are more people who are really mad and angry and
frustrated with t!,eir job situation now. I think the economic structure in the United
States is becoming a lot clearer to people who get the shaft every time the pricesincrease, or every time there's a fluctuation in the money market. It's not the bigcorporations. It's the individuals, the workers who are not making the decisions but
who are turning out the products. People who make the products are not the ones whoinane the decisions, and that's the inherent contradiction that we're trying to workto change.

I think there are more people now who are interested in mainstream organizing andin changing on the job. Some young radicals even make commitments to buy houses col-lectively in a conmunity and organize in that community, making long-term commitmentsthat were never part of the alternative movement.
more people now are gaining skills. I found on my trip last fall to the South-west for VSC, that more people are going to college for a reason. They weren't going

to college because Mom and Dad thought that was a good thing to do, or to have a goodtime, but they're making concrete decisions about their skills and about the areas theywant to work in for change. They feel that if we're going to work for change in oursociety, we're going to have to have some sort of position of power. And that rouldbe an actual power position in a corporation, or it could be a skill. Skills can beused as power.
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Question
Do you do any actual job placements?

BEST COPY AVAILABLEMs. Numi

The People's Energy in the office are working on that. I know that we are going
to have to have something in the way of a job reference file, because we have lots of
people who come in who need money or who want to apply for a job. We would also liketo set up rap groups for people who want to talk about their work, the changes theywant to make, and to think about their job in terms of the society they live in. Atthis point, we also need to build up our staff in order to have the energy to do this.We still have a commitment to get the magazine out every 2 months. The mail takes alot of time too. We need 4 more people to increase our services.

Mr. Bernstein
I'd like to say one thing about libraries and the need for access to information.

Much of the media in this country is controlled by big business. In this city we have2 papers, but they're owned by the same company, so you get only one point of view.
Libraries have the access to an incredible amount of information; but, unfortunately,
there's a mystique about libraries. Relatively few people are aware that this informa-tion is available. So I just want to emphasize again the importance of making informa-tion available. Librarians are information purveyors; you are people who have an in-credible amount of resources, and you need to let the public know about them.

ist31
How can people get funds to start businesses, etc.?

Mr. ftrnstein

Economic backing is a real problem. We barely get enough money to run our ownoperation. Some people's credit unions are being set up. There is one in Isla Vista
at the University of California at Santa Barbara. It is a community credit union whereyou can get Loans at very low interest. There was talk of a people's bank up in
Seattle, and the idea was to get community people to put their money into the credit
union rather than the Bank of America or Home Savings and Loan. You might not get much
return in interest, but the idea was you're helping people like yourself, and it would
provide-a-new source of funds for funding programs in the future. In a number of citiesthey've been called people's funds, alternative funds, sustaining funds. Some alter-native businesses, such as non-profit record stores, food cooperatives, bicycle cooper-atives, are putting a voluntary tax on services or goods that they sell. People arenot forced t, pay this, but they can contribute perhaps 20 on the dollar. The moneygoes into a community fund to be used to support people doing political work in thecommunity. One in Madison, Wisconsin, raises something like $1000 a month just frompeople voluntarily putting in a penny or two on a dollar. Champagne and Urbana, Illi-nois, E. Lansing, Michigan, have all established community funds.

I'd also liYe to say that one of our functions at VSC is going to be as a people'slibrary. Part of the counselling function is the publicizing of the resources and
material that we have available - alternative publications, radical journals - in ourstore front for people to come in and read. Perhaps every branch library could havethis kind of material.

Ms. O'Donnell

Thank you, Paul and carlie. There is a list in your kit on alternate resources.
There is a section on funding. People's Yellow Pages has a section on funding forpeople who want to start projects. Workforce does too. Underground newspapers andmagazines may help too, but in addition, there is a new magazine called GrantmanshipNews. While it talks mainly about grants for projects, it's something to be aware of,and it's on your list.
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WHAT ABOUT LIBRARIANS AND THE JOB MARKET?

Pat Mitchell
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Peggy O'Donnell

Our next speaker will have a message for all librarians who may be wondering aboutour professional future. This morning I certainly agreed with Dick Bolles when he saidall those lovely surveys that tell you about the job market are really crazy. GilChecked everything - the feoeral government, a California survey, a dictionary of occu-pational titles, brochures - Amerything that related to librarians, and /'m sure you'llbe delighted to know that there will be an increasing demand for them until 1980.Unfortunately, the actual situation is quite different. Pat Mitchell, who is with ustoday, is on the ALA Job Task Force, and she has also got some other information onwhat librarians are doing about finding jobs and on what jobs will be available.

NA. Mitchell

The first point I wanted to make today was about the job situation for librarians.Based on a survey by the Bureau of Labor statistics, which was commissioned by ALA todo a comprehensive report on the job situation, I've a few notes fromthe survey thatwill be released at the end of the year, and I strongly recommend that all of you readit, for yourselves and for your friends. The second point I wanted to talk about wasthe SKIT Job Task Force and what we've been doing in the last year and a half, on boththe national level and on the local level.
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, there are now 114,000 librarians inthe United States. Approximately 11,200 more graduate each year. Since most openingsare due to attrition, the job market is not expected to expand that much. In addition,the re-entry factor in our profession is difficult to figure.
The projected total library professional work force in 1985 varies between a pro-jected high of 170,000 and a low of 149,000. The largest area of employment is schoolswith a projected low of 69,000 and a high of 86,000. Academic libraries have a vari-able of between 23,000 and 27,000 jobs in 1985. Public libraries are forecast at asteady 34,000, and special at the steady rate of 22.000.
There are areas in our profession that are expanding. These seem to be communityoutreach and computer specialist in public libraries, and media specialist in libraryschools, academic and public.
Lack of funding is a major factor in the decreasing job market. Another, accord-ing to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, is that librarians are an older age group thanother professions. For instance, 4394 of the 96,000 women in the field are between45 and 64. Now, this is en important consideration, since we were hearing this morn-ing about discrimination based on age. So a lot of us may not have felt the job squeezeyet, but it will come to us in time.
We all know that there are some jobs available. Most librarians have gotten theirjobs one of 2 ways - the grapevine or through library school placement services. Thegrapevine is illegal, according to the Civil Rights Act. the December '72 issue ofAmerican Libraries described the most questionable practice, and the one which is mostcommon in the library field, as word of-mouth recruiting.
SRRT Job Talk Force got its start last year at Chicago at the ALA Convention, be-cause a group of .1brarians who had come to the convention to look for jobs found longlines of people just waiting to leave their placement cards. There were few jobsavailable, and many people were very desperate. We also found there was a great dealof word-of-mouth recruiting.
A group of us got a membership resolution passed, which suggested that ALA plan towork with each state library association to set up a telephone hotline of current jobopenings in each state. A recorded message would give callers a weekly updated listof job vacancies. ALA should urge all potential employers to use this hotline. Inaddition, ALA would make available a central directory of the hotline numbers. TheCalifornia hotline was used as a model. National SRRT Job Task Force has helped toestablish others this year. We were convinced the jobs were there. We just thouehtthere was a foul-up in communications. We were trying coAptraighten that out.
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During the year various members or t-11,.. Task Force volunteered to work at their
associations' placement services. I worked at CLA at Disneyland. We really became
aware that the associations are not giving good service in this area. We thought that
by pus: ,ng the institutions, we'd be helping solve this problem.

In additions SRRT put out material on technical information for the job line,
which gave prices, locations, and how to go about setting it up.

One of our members, Margaret Meyer, who is Placement Director at Rutgers Library
School, put out a newsletter. This is volume 1, number 1, March '73, called "The Li-
-brary-Marketplace." This is not a list of job openings, but it's a newsletter about
jobs in the library profession. For instanced on the front page it tells which library
schools will help graduates of other library schools get placements in the area. It's
standard practice for employers in an area to send their openings to the local library
school. A graduate of UC Lerkeley in New York City could go to Columbia for job infor-
mation. This lists which schools are willing to provide that service. The newsletter
also acts as a clearinghouse for all employment news, such as the job freeze in Hawaii.
It also lists publications in the field.

SRRT also did a lot of how-to job hunt programs - how to write up a good resume,
how to. sell yourself, how to use :".LA's National Registry, which many people don't know
about. Those were the activities on the national level.

On the local level: the Bay Area Task Force, a small group of 12 people, got to-
gether to help each other in the job hunt. We figured we were doing work on the na-
tional level to change 'the world. Now we wanted to get jobs. We had known each other
in library school as part of a student group called Concerned Library Students at
San Jose, where we had put on job seminars for two years. But a lot of us still didn't
have jobs.

We talked over the situation. The hardest step was sharing information on jobs
we had heard about on the grapevine. There was the fear- -Nell, everybody else is in
the same boat, and they're just as qualified as I am; maybe they'll get the job, and I
won't get it, and I really want that job." But we discovered through talking that
there were often 300 applicants for a job. So it really didn't matter if there were
301 or 299 wh,,n you're in that kind of market. So we shared our knowledge.

We picked a volunteer at each meeting who called CLA's job line nnce a week for
job openings. When you're unemployed, you usually don't have money r make long-
distance calls every week to Sacramento. So we had one person call for all. She also
acted as a contact point for any tips anybody had heard, and we made sure she got cop-
ies of the School Placement Bulletin. Since we were a small and informal group, the
volunteer had an idea oi who would be qualified for what job, and she would call up
the people she thought would be particularly interested when she got a hot tip.

I think any group of librairars can get together and help themselves. The most
important thing that we did was to build a warm, supportive atmosphere where we could
come and talk about our problems and our anxieties, and there were lots of them - a
feeling of, "Why did I flub that job interview? What did I do wrong? Gee, I must
really be too old." We built up this warm, supportive atmosphere by talking about
our problems.

Then we moved into role playing, someone saying, "I'm sure I flubbed that inter-
view; I couldn't think of a thing to say to that question." Or someone saying, "Well,
I had a similar question like this." So one person played the interviei'ee, and the
rest tossed questions at him. We used a lot of questions that people had thrown at
us - like, "Think a minute; if you were in a job situation, what would you do if the
employer suddenly said, 'What's your worst fault?'" This helped us get into the
habit of thinking fast.

We didn't give people answers, bw.ause there are no set answers, and you never
remember the answers in a situation anyway. What we did was give them confidence. 'We
also gave-them feedback on thier personal appearance, on characteristics. We all have
little characteristics that our friends accept, but in an employment interview can be
disastrous.

From role playing we moved into videotaping. I, for instance, had used videotaping
in graduate school on some projects. It's a marvelous, inexpensive way of seeing your -
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self in action. We got a $35 grant from National SRRT and bought some tape with it.We got permission to use the television studios at the San Jose campus. We learnedhow to operate the equipment and put together about 3 houth.of videotape. I feltreally good about learning a new skill. As a matter of fact, one of the people on ourTask Force got a job as an A/V librarian, because of her work on the videotape project.We had the help of employed librarians in this project. For instance, Homer Fletcherof San Jose Library acted the part of an employer in one of the segments. Other work-ing librarians who had sat on oral boards and were faMiliar with interviewing tech-niques also played roles in the tapes. Our group really studied.the final tapes. We'took them to Las Vegas, and showed them there. SRRT is now-offering them to libraryschools around the country, because library schools need to'aOe.the fact that libraryschool students and librarians need help in getting jobs, and advice on the true employ-ment picture.

As one of the speakers said yesterday, we're a stone soup group, in the sensethat we all pitch in, and we all take out. That's one reason we've been successful..I think about 2/3 of the original members have jobs now. Since many people in the'.Task Force had geographical limitations and varying-job experienc0, I think it is afairly good record. This shows that a local task farce can build up the concern andthe morale of people looking for jobs.
However, the problem still remains of the shrinking job market abd the inabilityof our profession to deal with the large numbers of unemployed librarians. There'sstill an attitude that vas heard in Chicago in '72 that only the leions don't get thejabs. More and more people are beginning to realize that there are going to be a lotof us Without jobs.

One solution may be alternative careers in librarianship. These will have to beexplored further. Then librarians may want to shift careers, and I think we should beexamining our experiences and our capabilities to find out what new areas we couldwork in.

Does anybody have any questions?

Comment

Your supportive group seemed to feel that we have to sell ourselves in an inter-view situation; whereas, this morning I think there was another kind of viewpoint ex-pressed - that we should try to create almost a collegial type atmosphere. I reallyfeel we ought to take a positive approach - "I have something to offer; what do youhave to offer?" Too many people are constantly on the defensive in a job interview.We should try and develop a viewpoint of what we have to oi_r and make it more of acollegial/peer type of relationship.

Ms. Mitchell

Yes, that is a good point. We did try to instill self-confidence in people thatthey did have something to offer. I think too that we should all look at our library'sselection policy. Does your library respond to people who apply for jobs? Do youknow how demoralizing it is to go for interviews and to get absolutely no response?

Gil McNamee
Of the 2/3 of your group that got jobs, did they get them in the regular way, orthrough the grapevine?

Ms. Mitchell
Well, I hate to say it, but most of us were approached as we were doing somethingabout the job situation. I was already employed when I went to CLA to work on theplacement service, but I had 3 job offers while I was there, because the employerssaw me in action doing something. I think that says a lot for getting out and doingsomething, but it also says that the employer agreed with us that there should be widerpublicity of available jobs, and then turned around and hired by word-of-mouth recruit-ing. That's another reason for pushing the job hotline. It places the responsibilityof making the phone calls on the person who's ifiNested in getting the job. All the
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employer has to do is mail in one form saying there's an opening. The hotline numberis 916-443-1222. The cheapest phone rates are late at night. The job listings arechanged every Friday between 4 and 5 p.m.

Ms. O'Donnell
Thanks, Pat. I'd like to say one more thing before we leave. I think there arecreative ways of looking for more jobs for more librarians, whether it's sharing jobs,or working less hours, doing alternative things for less money, or looking for grants.Of course, we should study our own libraries. Are our affirmative action programsworking? We should analyzs our own job situations.

Comment

)body mentioned the People's Librarian Project.

Ms. Mitchell

The People's Librarian Project is another different project of the Bay Area SRRT.We ask librarians to pledge a certain amount, between $5 and $20 a month, and we actas a channeling center to give the money to librarians working in alternatLve libraryjobs. For instance, we are giving money to Barbara Pruett, who is librarian for theFarm Workers. It's her sole source of income. People can give the money to us, andwe'll channel it to people, or we suggest that you can set up your own group. A group,like Peninsula Library Association, or Bay Area Reference Librarians, or Special Li-brary Association can help unemployed members accomplish goals your group believes in.If you select your people well, it can be a benefit to the profession and the community.We all have ideas for projects we can't do, because we're too busy working.

Ms. O'Donnell
Thanks for coming. I don't know if we answered all the questions about work,either for ourselves, or for our patrons, but it's been a lot of fun trying.
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CHOOSING (OR RE-CHOOSING) A CAREER

Biggs, Don. Breaking Out...of a job you don't Zike and the regimented life. N.Y.,
McKay, 1973. $6.95.
Based on interviews with the 5 men who did. Most valuable for its discussion of
the frustration of middle management jobs and-what it does to the individual. With
tips on how companies can keep their talented managers.

Bolles, Richard. What Color 14 Your Parachute? Ten Speed Press, P.O. Box 4310,
Berkeley, CA, 1973. $3.95 paper.
An outstanding manual for the job seeker or career changer. Outlines how you can
evaluate your skills to decide where your best talents lie. The book then tells
how to locate the job you want and convince the employer you are the best person
for the job. A must.

Edlund, Sidney and Mary. Pick Your Job andik4m1It. Sandollar Press, De La Vina St.,
Santa Barbara, CA 93101. 3rd ed. 1954. $3.16.
How to tailor your personal job hunting campaign.

Evers, Dora R. Your Future in Exotic Occupations. R. Rosen Press, 1972. $3.99«
Describes unusual occupations such as private detective with information on trains.
'ing, salary and career opportunities.

Handel, Lawrence. The Job Handbook for Post-College Cop-Outs. N.Y., Pocket Books,
1973. $1.25.

Lighthearted approach to the world of work which covers all the conventional. °co*
pations and many you'd never think . (Herbalist? Marriage Broker? Explosive '
truck driver?) Includes qualifle -ins, salaries, and job potential. Sexist 14
tone, but valuable for the weal L possibilities.

Harter, Walter. Your Career in Vnusual Occupations. N.Y., McKay, 1971. $4.25.
From fish farmer to tree expert - this book describes jobs not often thought of
that provide good career opportunities.

Biestand, Dale. Changing Careers After 35. N.Y., Columbia Univ. Press, 1971. $6.9
For career changers who are willing to go back to school in middle age and take
post graduate courses to start a new career. Describes the benefits of starting
over, but also outlines the problems.

Hills, L. Rust. How To Retire at 41. Doubleday. $6.95.
A personal account of how the author left his busy city career for the tranquil.
joys of the country.

McKee, Bill. New Careers for Teachers. Chicago, R. Regnery Co., 1972. $4.95.
Covers many non-teaching jobs a teacher can perform with no further training.
Fields include paraprofessional careers in health, law, environment, as well as
jobs in government. Explains how to make the career changeover.

Stetson, Damon. Starting Over. N.Y., Macmillan. $5.95.
Based on case studies of people who left a dull job at mid-career for a new Life.
With advice on some of the pitfalls and problems.

Tipper, Harry. The System, and what you can do with it. Gambit. $6.95.
The author studies the stiltifying conditions of working in big corporations
where there is much busyness but little work.
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Weaver, Peter A. !Cu, Inc! A detaila escape route to being your own boss. N.Y.,Doubleday, 1973. $7.95.
Aimed at the over-65, housewives and the restless young, the book realistically
outlines how you can become your own boss.

Yealow Pages of Learning Resources. Edited by Richard Saul Wurman. Cambridge,Mass., MIT Press, 1973. $1.95.
Not a job manual at all - rather a guide to all the activities of the city for a
teacher to use with students. This excellent manual describes all kinds of of.cu-pations from brick layer to orchestra member. Particularly useful for the young
person deciding on a vocation.

Compiled by Peggy O'Donnell, BARC, 8/29 & 30/73



It would be nice if every library had a complete selection of tOtimything. neededfor the job-hunter and a separate place to house it all, in otherliord*,, oectxpas.:-.tional library.' But since this is 80111etiMal itoposisible, 1 baVe COmpiled a list ofselected materials which the librarian should be aw&re of *eat:elagiltatinpatron's job-hunt.
Some of these may be useful in various stages of to t= Other*.will. probably be used in every step of the job4unt.

.

. . ,Arnold, Walter 14., ed. Career 901,2124141400.;!fa.'':2101W*Community Service =at Related Spadikilisft ;1970-.4'; -.:.- i-.1:.Ve ..-s-rVol. 3, .Agricul4utal Porestrti, and OcOnOtirapbic,":4( Vol 4Business. attd .Office Sptcialista, 1970t.: Vol. 5..:14itiii **. TegilPL.Vi!ws. 0
)... . z ,,, ,_:,i ,,,,,_._

$11.95 each.
..-,

Barron's Teen-age Stoner Guide. 4th rev.
.Calt mode. Dept. of Itumau Riesourcee Developtent.tiotte. P.1600 C35.

Mini Wide°. 4195010.

Ocoupatiottiat Guidetw ;sit y 614_02-

State Personnel Board. Cavort 'Psi
1973.

caskettd; Curtis 0 How to 'Gat a itokrpnikSaaa.....

Forrester, Gartrude 04enViet44"nat ratteititu2'04,S.W. Wilson,- 1971.

Goldentbal,. Allan B. The Teens ia is me 00140,;-

HoPke., William, *di Siolyetelmodia, 'of Co4.3.047.4 nd -100Oki*uP/anning Vow: Career' Vol:, Il, ''Careare' and Od-

Leithillyrena A. Minim" Dinploopic$0 Disco
National Directive Service, 1973; : $5.95k
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3 BEST COPY A1141LOLE

The to stud

American Trade Sahoote Directory. Croner Publications. Inc., quetas Ifillags11428 Looaeleaf. $12? year.

81440-Boo3c of Occupational Education, CCM information COrporatiOn '909- Third Ave.,New York, city 10022. $29.95.

COillap by Arco, 1972. "A complete,inide t thn:Morie Sorreeponidenco. COtr$013

Obi
tik

41.

of istduatrial Education. 111 ad.

of Acearaditcd,Privizto to
Study Outten. ,1601 18th St.., W

ntrefetacton.t0 ilwrenttereahip.
ELIO° A69 1968.

,4F4n41: ..4.4reer Algal trOc40,onal;

Converstivhona.

Ate erier* ManteMent 4010i, such se
The New /de* vtotor..

044. to Calitiorp: ough, Vocational
Saa'0.esosi Robert R. -.Exttop.:.Pubileber.i.,..;00.-,...
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BEST COPY AVAILAB1X

Librarians should have handy: the addresses, phone numbers, hours, etc., of thelocal employment offices - particularly for federal, state and local job openings.If job announcements are kept on file, so much the better. (This can be difficult,since they have to be weeded practically daily.)

California. Dept. of Human Resources Development. Area Mamatteritevieu.
.51.10MPOMMII. California Manpower Needs to 1975. Oct. 1969.

State Personnel Board. Monthly Suonnary of California State Civil ServiceOpen Exarrinatione,

Career Resource Series. Resource Publications, Inc. Information Park, Box 2236,Princeton, N.J. 08540. Index of Employment OpportunIties (1) logineering CareersEdition, 1971: (2) Professional Careers Edition, 1971. $19.90.

College Placement Council, Inc., P.O. Box 2263, Bethlehem, Pa. 18001. Di ofCollege Placement Offices 2972-3. $3.

U.S. Civil Service Commission. Best Opportunities for Fat 'a Zoyrn stt. 051.2812280/. Bimonthly.

MWOMM1044.1. Yli,MO4M*41111wo

Bimonthly.
Current Federal CiviL Se rviov Announcements. CS1.26:2279i2

Dept. of Libor. Occupational Outlook for College Graduakve. 1970 4$2. L2.3:1681.

ftwover Aeministration.
Alarchandicing Y6140 Ola Melterev. ed. L1.7/2057/3. '.

And the "Want Ads" in local papers. (The Sunday New fork TaW0.:41004000il-c4'0of job opportunities.)

And for the job-seeker with the "special" talent .and backgroUnd*.°Jona' magazines (want ad sections and lists of coi-ventionsAwdyi4006**).
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And if your job-sesking patron has a "nibble" on a 104nd the iit.Eiv is imaiWint
(usually in about a half-hoer), the librarian hopefullY shOuldbe Ali to find his
information about his prospective company in the following:

Better nuances Bureau.

2710 Big 700, Sea Francisco Chamber of CoUmerce, San Franciee04:,. $5.

(Also San Franeisco'iro

Business Directoties.



THE WORLD OF WIRK BEST UM AVAILABLE

A. Theories of Work

Work in America. Report of a Special Task Force to the Secretary of HEW. Cambridge,Mass., MIT Press, 1973. $2.95 paper.
A controversial book that explores trends in work and concludes that workers'
discontent is due to jobs that alienate them from each other and society at large.
Recommends "redesigning work so that work will be more satisfying." A provocative
and important work. Excellent bibliography.

Bell, Daniel. Work and Its Discontents. N.Y., League for Industrial Democracy,1970. $1.25.
A classic, first published in 1956, that declares Americans' passion for effi-
ciency has led to the dehumanization of work. Bell feels we must focus on the
producer/worker rather than the product and attempt to increase "the joy of ork."

Best, Fred. The Future of Work. Spectrum; Prentice-Hall, 1973. $6.95; $2.45.A moderate speculation on the changes and developments anticipated in tomorrow's
world of work.

Herzberg, Frederick. Work and the Nature of Man. World, 1966, 1971. $7.95.Herzberg has studied the relationship of man and work from the behavioral scien-
tist's point of view. His concept of intrinsic and extrinsic values of work
describes the difference between jobs that are adequate ("not bad") and jobs
that r..otivate not only performance but individual development.

Krause, Elliott A. Sociology of Occupations. Boston, Little Brown, 1971.
A fascinating account of a variety of professions and jobs from their earliest
days to the present state of the art. The book explores not only the rise andfall of occupations but discusses their philosophical and political implications
for society as a whole. A useful addition to the literature of the history of work.

Slocum, Walter L. Occupational Careers; a sociological perspective. Chicago,Aldine Pub. Co., 1967. $6.
An analysis of the types of occupations currently practiced in society. The his-
tory, characteristics, and education requirements, as well as future trends are
discussed. A summary that covers a wide variety of careers.

B. Equal Opportunity to Work

Blumrosen, Alfred W. Black Employment and she Law. New Brunswick, N.J., Rutgers
Univ. Press, 1971. $15.
Discusses the Equal Employment Law and the attempts made to enforce it. The author,who works in the field of labor relations, feels that an aggressive approach, usingthe courts to compel employers tD act, could end discrimination in employment ina short time.

Equal Opportunity in Employment. Personnel Bibliography Series No. 38. U.S. Civil
Service Commission Library, Washington, D.C., 1971. $1.25. CS 161/3:35.
A comprehensive listing of all programs and studies in the field. Sections on
minority workers, women, older adults and the handicapped.

Ginsberg, Eli and Alice M. Yohelem. Corporate Lib; Women's challenge to management.John Hopkins. $6.50; $2.50 paper.
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BEST COPY AVRILABIS2
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Henderson, William Leroy. Economic Disparity; Problems and strategies for BlackAmerica. N.Y., Free Press, 1970. $8.95.Evaluates the programs aimed at improving the economic condition of Black workerswith recommendations for restructuring of policy for a more effective solution.
Kutzell, Mildred E. Women in the Work Force: Confrontation with change. N.Y.,
2852 Broadway-Morningside Heights, 10025. Behavioral Publications, Inc., 1973.$7.95.

A survey of women at work and factors that affect their status.
Padfield, Harland and Roy Williams. Stay Where You Were: A study of unemployablesin industry. Lippincott, 1973. $6.95.
Case study of a program that recruited and trained hard core unemployables forindustry.

Peskin, Dean B. The Building Blocks of EEO. N.Y., World, 1971. $8.50.Practical guidelines for the businessman who is developing or administering anequal employment program. Takes a "positive" approach - the better the EEO pro-gram, the better for the business.

"Women at Work." A Special issue of Monthly Labor Review, June 1970.Devoted to the changes in the female t-olkforce with articles on discriminationand the Equal Pay Act,

C. The Rearranged Work Week

Poor, Riva. 4 Days, 40 Hours, and other forms of the rearranged work week. NorthAmerican Library, 1973. $1.95.
The first editi,:',n of this book is credited with starting widespread experimentsin shortened worts weeks. Poor has updated and expanded her original book because,as she points out the number of companies using the rearranged work week hasgrown by the hundreds. Explores management problems in initiating such programs,as well as workers'

reactions and unions' reservations.

"The Shortened Work Week," a selective bibliography, cumpiled by Linda J. Jewett,Ontario Library Review, December 1972. pp. 230-7.Covers major books and articles in the field with sections devoted to specificprofessions or industries experimenting in the field.

Pearson, John Ward. The 8-Day Week. Harper, 1973. $6.95,The author advocates an 8-day week with half of the work force working the first4 days and the (Wer half relieving them in the last 4 days. An exciting plan.

* * *
Library Journal regularly reports on library experiments with the shortened workweek. These will be found indexed in Library Literature under "Hours of work."

Compiled by Peggy O'Donnell, BARC, 8/29 & 30/73


